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INTRODUCTION

With the closure of many experimental facilities, the nuclear criticality safety

analyst increasingly is required to rely on computer calculations to identify safe limits

for the handling and storage of fissile materials. However, in many cases, the analyst

has little experience with the specific codes available at his/her facility. This primer will

help you, the analyst, understand and use the MCNP Monte Carlo code for nuclear

criticality safety analyses. It assumes that you have a college education in a technical

field. There is no assumption of familiarity with Monte Carlo codes in general or with

MCNP in particular. Appendix A gives an introduction to Monte Carlo techniques. The

primer is designed to teach by example, with each example illustrating two or three

features of MCNP that are useful in criticality analyses.

Beginning with a Quickstart chapter, the primer gives an overview of the basic

requirements for MCNP input and allows you to run a simple criticality problem with

MCNP. This chapter is not designed to explain either the input or the MCNP options in

detail; but rather it introduces basic concepts that are further explair, ed in following

chapters. Each chapter begins with a list of basic objectives that identify the goal of the

chapter, and a list of the individual MCNP features that are covered in detail in the

unique chapter example problems. It is expected that on completion of the primer you

will be comfortable using MCNP in criticality calculations and will be capable of

handling 80 to 90 percent of the situations that normally arise in a facility. The primer

provides a set of basic input files that you can selectively modify to fit the particular

problem at hand.

Although much of the information to do an analysis is provided for you in the

primer, there is no substitute for understanding your problem and the theory of

neutron interactions. The MCNP code is capable only of analyzing the problem as it is

specified; it will not necessarily identify inaccurate modeling of the geometry, nor will it

know when the wrong material has been specified. Remember that a single calculation

of keff and its associated confidence interval with MCNP or any other code is

meaningless without an understanding of the context of the problem, the quality of the

solution, and a reasonable idea of what the result should be.
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The primer provides a starting point for the criticality analyst using MCNP.

Complete descriptions are provided in the MCNP manual. Although the primer is self-

contained, it is intended as a companion volume to the MCNP manual. The primer

provides specific examples of using MCNP for criticality analyses while the manual

provides information on the use of MCNP in all aspects of particle transport

calculations. The primer also contains a number of appendices that give the user

additional general information on Monte Carlo techniques, the default cross sections

available with MCNP, surface descriptions, and other reference data. This information is

provided in appendices so as not to obscure the basic information illustrated in each

example.

To make the primer easy to use, there ,s a standard set of notation that you need

to know. The text is set in Palatino type. Information that you type into an input file is

set in Courier. Characters in the Courier font represent commands, keywords, or

data that would be used as computer input. Because the primer often references the

MCNP manual, these references will be set in braces, e.g. {see MCNP Manual Chapter

xx}. Material presented in a grey box is provided for more in-depth discussions of

general MCN'P concepts.

It is hoped that you find the primer useful and easy to read. As with most

manuals, you will get the most out of it if you start with Chapter One and proceed

through the rest of the chapters in order. Each chapter assumes that you know and are

comfortable with the concepts discussed in the previous chapters. Although it may be

tempting to pick up the primer and immediately go to the example problem that is

similar to your analysis requirement, this approach will not provide you with the

background or the confidence in your analysis that is necessary for safe implementation

of procedures and limits. There is no substitute for a thorough understanding of the

techniques used in an MCNP analysis. A little extra time spent going through the

primer and doing the examples will save many hours of confusion and embarrassment

later. After studying the primer, you will find it a valuable tool to help make good, solid

criticality analyses with MCN'P.
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Chapter 1

MCNP Quickstart

1.1 WHAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DO:.

• Interpret an MCNP input file.

• Set up and run a simple criticality problem on MCNP.

• Interpret keff information from MCNP output.

1.2 MCNP INPUT FILE FORMAT

The MCNP input file describes the problem geometry, specifies the materials and

the source, and defines the results you desire from the calculation. The geometry is

constructed by defining cells that are bounded by one or more surfaces. Cells can be
filled with a material or be void.

An MCNP input file has three major sections: cell cards, surface cards, and da ta

cards. A one-line title card precedes the cell card section. Note: The word "card" is used

throughout this document and in the MCNP manual to describe a single line of input of

up to 80 characters. A section consists of one or more cards. Figure 1-1 shows the _nput
file structure.

Title Card
Cell Cards

Blank Line Delimiter
Surface Cards

Blank Line Delimiter
Data Cards

Blank Line Terminator (optional)

Figure I-I.MCNP input file structure.
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1.2.A Title Card

The title card is the first card in an MCNP input file and can be 80 characters lor, g.

It often contains information about the problem being modeled. This title is echoed in

various places throughout the MCNP output. It also serves as a label to distinguish

among input files.

1.2.B General Card Format

The cards in each section can be in any order and alphabetic characters can be

upper, lower, or mixed case. MCNP uses a blank line delimiter to denote separation

between the three different sections. In this chapter only, we will use a _ to identify
these blank lines.

The general format for the cell, surface, and data cards is the same. The cell or

surface number or data card name must begin within the first five columns. Card

entries must be separated by one or more blanks. Input lines cannot exceed 80 columns.

The following are some special characters used for comments and card continuation.

Placement Function

c Columns 1-5 Denotes a comment line. Can be

Followed by at least any line in an input file after the
one blank, title card.

$ After input data Anything that follows this

on a line character is a comment.

& After input data Data on the next line is a

continuation and can be in

columns 1-80.

blanks Columns 1-5 Blanks in the first 5 columns

indicate continuation of the

previously named card.
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1.2.C Cell Cards

The first section after the title card is for the cell cards and has no blank line

delimiter at the front of it. Cells are used to define the shape and material content of

physical space. The specific format for a cell card is:

j m d geom params

j = Cell number, starting in columns 1-5.

m = Material number ( 0 if cell is a void).

d = Cell material density:

No entry if the cell is a void.

Positive entry = atom density (atoms/b-cm).

Negative entry = mass density (g/cc).

geom = List of all signed surface numbers and Boolean operators that

specify a cell.

params = Optional specification of cell parameters.

The cellnumber, j,isan integerfrom I to99999.The materialnumber,m,isalso

an integerfrom I to99999ft',atdetermineswhat materialispresentinthecell.The

compositionofa specificmaterialisdefinedinthedatacardsection.A positiveentryfor

thecellmaterialdensity,d,indicatesan atomicdensityinatomsperbarn-centimeter.A

negm'iveentryindicatesa mass densityingramspercubiccentimeter.The geometry

specification,qeom, consistsofsignedsurfacenumbers combined withBoolean

operatorstodescribehow regionsofspacearebounded by thosesurfaces.Surfacesare

thegeometricshapesused toform theboundariesoftheproblembeingmodeled.The

optionalparams featureallowscellparameterstobe specifiedon thecellcardline

insteadofinthedatacardsection.Forexample,theimportancecard(imp:n)specifies

therelativecellimportanceforneutrons,one entryforeachcelloftheproblem.The

imp:n cardcango inthedatacardsectionoritcanbe placedon thecellcardlineatthe

end ofthelistofsurfaces.The imp :n cardwillbe discussedmore thoroughlyinthe

followingchapters.{Chapter3 oftheMCNP manual providesa fullexplanationofthe
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Figure 1-2 is an example of a cell card. The optional comment card has a C in

column 1, followed by a blank and the comment itself. The second line shows the cell

number (4) followed by the material number (1) and the material density (1.2 3 4e- 3)

Because 1.2 3 4 e- 3 is positive, the density of material 1 is in units of atoms per barn-cm.

i The - 2 indicates that cell 4 is bounded only by surface 2. Surface 2 is defined in the

surface card section. The negative sign preceding the surface number means that cell 4

is the region of space that has a negative sense with respect to surface 2.

C Cell Card

4 1 1.234e-3 -2 imp"n=l

Figure 1-2. Cell card example.

1.2.D Surface Cards

The specific format for a surface card is:

j a list

j = Surface number, starting in columns 1-5. (1-99999)

a = Surface mnemonic. (plane, sphere, cylinder, etc.)

list = Numbers that describe the surface.

(dimensions, radius, etc., in cm)

Figure 1-3 is an example of a surface card. The number of this surface is I.The

mnemonic cz defines an infinite cylinder centered on the z-axis, with a radius of 20.0

cm. The $ terminates data entry and everything that follows, infinite z cylinder,

is interpreted as a comment, providing the user with more detail.

1 cz 20.0 $ infinite z cylinder

Figure 1-3. Surface card example.
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1.2.E Data Cards

The format of the data card section is the same as the cell and surface card

sections. The data card name must begin in columns 1-5. At least one blank must

separate the data card name and the data entries. Specifying both a criticality calculation

source and material cards is most important for criticality analysis. These are only three

of many available MCNP data cards. {See chapter 3 of the MCNP manual.}

All criticality calculations must have a kcode card. The kcode card format is

shown below.

kcode nsrck rkk ikz kct

kcode = Card name for criticality calculation.

Starts in columns 1-5.

nsrck = Number of neutrons per cycle.

rkk = Initial guess for k,a.

i kz = Number of cycles skipped before accumulating data.

kct = Total number of cycles to be run.

Figure 1-4 is an example of a kcode card. The problem will be run with 1000

neutrons F_r cycle and an initial guess for k_ of 1.0. Fifteen cycles will be skipped

before keff data accumulation begins, and a total of 115 cycles will be run.

kcode I000 1.0 15 115

Figure1-4.Example ofkcode card.

Criticality problems often use a ksrc card to specify the initial spatial fission

distribution. Other methods to specify starting fission source locations will be discussed

in a later .chapter. The ksrc format is shown in Figure 1-5. A fission source point will be

placed at the point with coordinates (xk, Yk, Zk). AS many source points as needed can

be placed within the problem geometry. At least one of the source points must be

within a region of fissile material for the problem to run. The ksrc card format is:
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ksrc xl yl zl x2 Y2 z2 ... Xn Yn Zn

ksrc = Card name for initial fission source location. Starts in

columns 1-5.

xk yk Zk = Location of the kth initial fission source point.

Figure 1-5 shows an example of a ksrc card. Two initial fission source points are

used. The first is located at the coordinates (1, 0, 0) and the second at (12, 3, 9).

ksrc i 0 0 12 3 9

Figure 1-5. Example of ksrc card.

Next we discuss the material card. The format of the material, or m card, is:

mn zaidl fractionl zaid2 fraction2 .....

mn = Material card name (m)followed immediately by the material

number (n) on the cell card. Starts in columns 1-5.

zaid = Atomic number followed by the atomic mass of the isotope.

fraction = Nuclide fraction.

(+) Atom fraction

(-) Weight fraction

An example of a material card where two isotopes of plutonium are used isshown in

Figure 1-6. The material number n is an integer from 1 to 99999. Each material can be

composed of many isotopes. Default cross sections will be used for all materials

throughout this document. {Chapter 3 and Appendix G of the MCNP manual describe

how to choose cross sections from different libraries.}
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ml 94239 2.442e-2

94240 1.673e-3

Figure 1-6. Data card with material format in atom fractions.

The first zaid is 94239 followed by the atom fraction. The atomic number is 94,

plutonium. The atomic mass is 2 3 9 corresponding to the 239 isotope of plutonium. A

second isotope in the material begins immediately after the first using the same format

and so on until all material components have been described. Notice that the material

data is continued on a second line. If a continuation line is desired or required, make

sure the data begins after the fifth column of the next line, or end the previous line with

an ampersand (&). Because the fractions are entered as positive numbers, the units are

atoms/b-cm. If the atom or weight fractions do not add to unity, MCNP will

automatically renormalize them.

1.3 EXAMPLE PROBLEM

This introduction should provide enough information to run a simple example

problem. It is our intent that you gain confidence in using MCNP right away, so we

walk through this sample problem step by step, explaining each line of input. For the

present it is important that you enter this problem exactly as we describe it. As you gain

more experience with MCNP, you may find other ways to set up input files that are

more logical to you. For example, you may find it easier to work out the surface cards

before doing the cell cards.

1.3.A Problem Description

This problem is a bare sphere of plutonium metal with a coating of nickel (also

known as the Jezebel reactor). Experimental parameters are:

delta-phase Pu metal sphere: radius = 6.38493 cm

N239 = Atom density of Pu-239 = 3.7047e-2 atoms/b-cm

N240 = Atom density of Pu-240 = 1.751e-3 atoms/b-cm

N241 = Atom density of Pu-241 = 1.17e-4 atoms/b-cm

Nca = Atom density of Ga = 1.375e-3 atoms/b-cm

Spherical nickel coating: Thickness = 0.0127 cm

NNi = Atom density of Ni = 9.1322e-2 atoms/b-cm
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Now you are ready to begin entering the example problem. First open a new file

named examplel. All text shown in the courier font is what you need to type in. Each

new card, as it is discussed, is indicated by an arrow in the left margin. The first line in

the file must be the title card, which is followed by the three major sections of an MCNP

input file (ceils, surfaces, and data).

1.3.B Title Card

A one line title card is required and can be up to 80 characters in length. There is
no blank line between the title card and the cell cards.

Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell

1.3.C Cell Cards

The problem requires description of the plutonium sphere and a nickel shell, as

shown in Figure 1-7. We will enter the plutonium cell information first. The comment

card shows how it helps make _.heinput file easier to follow. The cell number is 1 and

the material number is 1. The material density, 4. 0290e-2, is the sum of the material

densities of the plutonium isotopes present in the sphere. Because 4.0290e-2 is

positive, the units are atoms/b-cm. The next entry, - 1, indicates that cell 1 (inside the

sphere) is all space having a negative sense with respect to surface 1. The imp :n= 1 savs

this cell has an importance (imp) for neutrons (:n) of 1.

Cell 2: Nickel (material 2)
Cell 1:

Geometry Origin Plutonium Spherical Surface 1

(material 1)

Spherical Surface 2 Cell 3: Void

Figure 1-7. Bare plutonium sphere geometry.
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Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell
C Cell Cards

1 1 4.0290e-2 -I imp:n=l

Next we will enter information about the nickel shell encasing the plutonium.

The cell number is 2, and the material number is 2. Again, the material atom density,

9.1322e-2, is positive, so the units are atoms/b-cm. The next two entries, 1 -2, define

cell 2 as all space that has a positive sense with respect to surface 1 and a negative sense

with respect to surface 2 (outside sphere 1 and inside sphere 2). A surface number with

no sign is interpreted as positive. A + 1 entry would also be accepted. Cell 2 also has a

neutron importance of 1 (imp :n- 1).

Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell

C Cell Cards

1 1 4.0290e-2 -i imp:n=l
2 2 9.1322e-2 1 -2 imp:n-I

To complete the cell card section we must define all space outside the

plutonium/nickel system. Th¢ cell number is 3 and the material number is 0, indicating

a void. The next entry, 2, defines cell 3 as all space that has a positive sense with respect

to surface 2 (outside of sphere 2). As there is no outer boundary, this makes cell 3 an

infinite cell. Cell 3 has a neutron importance of zero (imp: n=0). This infinite cell defines

an outside world for the problem. When particles enter a cell of zero importance, they

are assumed to have escaped the problem and are terminated. {A complete explanation

of the importance card can be found in Chapter 3 of the MNCP manual.} A blank line
delimiterconcludesthecellcardsection.

Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell
C Cell Cards

1 1 4.0290e-2 -I imp:n=l
2 2 9.1322e-2 i -2 imp:n=l

3 0 2 imp:n=0
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1.3.D Surface Cards

Two spherical surfaces are required for the geometry of this problem. The first

sphere, surface 1, encloses the plutonium material. It is a sphere centered at the origin

0,0,0; therefore the so surface mnemonic is used. A sphere radius, 6.3 8 4 9 3 cm in this

case, is needed to complete the information on surface card 1. Appendix F of thisi
i

document provides a list of the 29 surface mnemonics available.

Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell

C Cell Cards

1 1 4.0290e-2 -i imp:n=l

2 2 9.1322e-2 1 -2 imp:n=l

3 0 2 imp:n=0

C Surface Cards

1 so 6.38493

The second sphere, surface 2, also is centered at the origin, but it has radius of 6.3 9 7 6 3

cm. The inner surface of the nickel shell corresponds exactly to the outer surface of the

plutonium sphere, which is already defined as surface 1. A blank line concludes the

surface card section.

Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell

C Cell Cards

1 1 4.0290e-2 -i imp:n=l

2 2 9.1322e-2 1 -2 imp:n=l

3 0 2 imp:n=0

C Surface Cards

1 so 6.38493

2 so 6.39763
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1.3.E Data Cards

This example illustrates a criticality calculation, so the kcode card is required. The

number of neutrons per keff cv:le is 1000. The number of source neutrons depends on

the system and the number of cycles being run. An initial estimate of kef_ is 1.0 because

this example's final result is expected to be very close to critical. We will skip 15 keff

cycles to allow the spatial fission source to settle to an equilibrium before kef f values are

used for averaging for the final keff estimate. A total of 115 keff cycles will be run.

Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell

C Cell Cards

1 1 4.0290e-2 -I imp:n=l

2 2 9.1322e-2 1 -2 imp:n=l
3 0 2 imp: n=0

C Surface Cards

1 so 6.38493

2 so 6.39763

C Data Cards

kcode i000 1.0 15 115

The entrieson the ksrc card placeone fissionsource pointat (0,0,0),the centerof the

plutonium sphere. For the first kea cycle, 1000 neutrons with a fission energy

distribution will start at the origin. More source points can be used but are not

necessary for this example.

Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell

C Cell Cards

1 1 4.0290e-2 -i imp:n=l

2 2 9.1322e-2 1 -2 imp:n=l

3 0 2 imp: n=0

C Surface Cards

1 so 6.38493

2 so 6.39763

C Data Cards

kcode i000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 0 0 0
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The last information needed for this problem is a description of our materials.

Material 1, in cell 1, is plutonium, and material 2, in cell 2, is nickel. The material
number on the m card is the same as the material number used on the cell card.

Material 1, ml, has three isotopes of plutonium and one of gallium. The zatd of Pu-239

is 942 3 9, followed by the nuclide atom fraction (3.7 047 e- 2). The other isotopes are

treated in the same manner. Because of the length of the ml data card line, a

continuation card is required. Blanks in columns 1-5 indicate this line is a continuation of
the last card.

Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell

C Cell Cards

1 1 4. 0290e-2 -i imp :n=l

2 2 9.1322e-2 1 -2 imp:n=l

3 0 2 imp :n=0

C Surface Cards

1 so 6.38493

2 so 6.39763

C Data Cards

kcode I000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 0 0 0

ml 94239 3.7047e-2 94240 1.751e-3

94241 1.17e-4 31000 1.375e-3

Material 2, m2, is the nickel that coats the plutonium. The zaid of nickel is 28000,

followed by the nuclide atom fraction (1.0). The three zeros following the atomic

number (28) indicate that this cross-section evaluation is for elemental nickel, where the

five stable nickel isotopes are combined into one cross-section set. The optional blank
line terminator indicates the end of the data card section and the end of the input file.
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Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell

C Cell Cards

1 1 4.0290e-2 -i imp:n=l

2 2 9.1322e-2 1 -2 imp:n=l
3 0 2 imp:n=0

C Surface Cards

1 so 6.38493

2 so 6.39763

C Data Cards
kcode I000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 0 0 0

ml 94239 3.7047e-2 94240 1.751e-3
94241 1.17e-4 31000 1.375e-3

m2 28000 1.0

_ (optional blank line terminator)

The input required to run this example is complete. Now you are ready to run lViCNP.

Save your input as a file called examplel.

1.4 RUNNING MCNP

We will assume that MCNP has been installed on the machine you are using. The

default names of the input and output files are INP and OLrrP, respectively. To run

MCNP with different file names, type mcnp £np= and then the filename of the

example problem followed by outp= and the name of the output file.

mcnp inp=examplel outp=exlout

MCNP writes information to the screen about how the calculation is progressing. Once

the calculation is complete, check the output file to see your results. The run time for

this problem should be on the order of minutes or less.
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1.4.A Output

First, let's assume the run was successful. There is a significant amount of

information contained in the output file, but right now we are interested in the k_ff

results. Therefore, we will skip past most of the information.

i Output skipped over...

1. Echo of input file.

2. Description of cell densities and masses.
3. Material and cross-section information.

4. keffestimator cycles.

5. Neutron creation and loss summary table.

6. Neutron activity per cell.
After the "Neutron Activity Per Cell" you will see...

keff results for: Jezebel problem. Bare plutonium sphere w/nickel shell

This is the beginning of the criticality calculation evaluation summary table. Check to
see that the cycle values of the three estimators for keff- k(coUision), k(absorption), and

k(track length) - appear normally distributed at the 95 or 99 percent confidence level.

See that all the cells with fissionable material have been sampled. The final estimated

combined k,ff, in the dashed box, should be very close to 1 (0.9968 computed on a

SPARC 1 at the University of New Mexico.) The combined k,ff and standard deviation

can be used to form a confidence interval for the problem. If your results are similar to

these then you have successfully created the input file and run MCNP.
If your input did not run successfully, you can look at the FATAL ERROR

",C.__,) messages in the exlout file. They are also displayed at the terminal. These errormessages should notbe ignored because they often indicate an incorrectly specified

-' calculationFa___errors_ustbecorrectedbeforetheproblemwillrun.
MCNP a-_'_ovidesWARNING messagestoinformyou ofpossibleproblems

Forexample,thiscalculationhastheWARNING message:"neutronenergycutoffis

belowsome cross-sectiontables."The lowerenergylimitformostneutroncross-

sectiondatais10-11MeV. The defaultproblemenergycutoffis0 MeV, clearlybelowthe

lowestenergydatapoint.Inallroom temperatureenergy(2.5"10-8MeV) problems,this

messagecanbeignored.AllWARNING messagesfromanMCNP calculationshouldbe

examinedand understoodtobecertainthataproblemofconcernhasnotbeen

detected.However,a problemwillrunwithWARNING messages.
1.14
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1.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has helped you to:

• Interpret an MCNP input file.

• Set up and run a criticality problem with MCNP.

• Interpret neutron multiplication information from MCNP output.

{See the MCNP manual, Chapter 5, Section IV, for an annotated

partial listing emphasizing the criticality aspects of the output from

a criticality calculation.}

Now that you have successfully run MCNP, you are ready to learn about the

more complex options available with MCNP. The following chapters present these

options in a format similar to the Quick,staff chapter.
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Chapter 2:

Reflected Systems

In the Quickstart chapter you ran a simple problem with MCNP and gained

some confidence in using the code. This chapter provides a more detailed explanation of

the commands used in the Quickstart chapter. Example problems are taken from LA-

10860 and represent computational models of criticality benchmark experiments. Each

example problem is selected to focus on two or three specific MCNP commands.

2.1 WHAT YOU WILLBE ABLE TO DO:.

• Interpret the sense of a surface.

• Use the Boolean intersection, union, and complement geometry

operators.

• Define a multiceU problem.

2.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This set of examples uses a plutonium metal cylinder and examines it in three

different configurations (LA-10860 p. 101). The three configurations are a bare

(unreflected) system and two natural uranium reflected systems: one with a radial

reflector and one with both a radial and an axial reflector. In each configuration the

central cylinder of plutonium has a diameter of 9.87 cm while the height of the

plutonium cylinder varies with the reflection conditions. The plutonium material is the

same for each configuration; therefore, the plutonium atom density (N239) is the same

for all three analyses. Note that for many materials both a mass density (g/cc) and an

atom density (atoms/b-cm) are provided. Either is sufficient to describe materials in
MCNP.
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2.3 CONFIGURATION 1

The bare plutonium cylinder is modeled first. This example discusses the sense of

a surface and the Boolean intersection and union geometry operators. The data for this
example follows.

Plutonium Material

Delta phase Pu metal (100 percent Pu-239)

p = 15.8 g/cc

N239= 3.9802e-2 atoms/b-cm

Configuration I. Bare Plutonium Metal System

Plutonium cylinder: Radius = 4.935 cm

Height = 17.273 cm

2.3.A Geometry

The setup for this problem will be done in a different order than found in an

MCNP input file. Recall tbat the cell cards precede the surface cards, but it is often easier

to begin by defining the surfaces first. We will then combine these surfaces to form the

cells. Figure 2-1 shows the cylindrical geometry for Configuration 1.

z-axis

surface 3:Ceil 2: Void p z @ 17.273

surface 1: _ _ Cell 1: Plutonium
cz with r---4.935

surface 2: y-axis

pz @0.0 _ ,..,--" ,-"

x-axis

_s

Figure 2-1. Configuration 1 geometry.
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Surfaces

MCN'P has 29 different types of surfaces, but the primary ones used for criticality

safety are spheres, planes, and cylinders. All surfaces except the sphere and torus are

infinite in extent. Therefore, the surfaces must be combined to define finite shapes that

enclose volumes called cells. For example, a cylinder in MCNP is infinite in height, so a

top plane and a bottom plane are required to make the cylinder finite. As configuration

I involves a finite cylinder, we will need three surfaces (an infinite cylinder and two

infinite planes) to create this shape. Figure 2-2 shows the combination of surfaces for

configuration 1, and Figure 2-3 shows the MCNP input for these surfaces. Defining an

infinitecylinderrequireschoosingan axisandradius.A cylindersymmetricaboutthez-

axis,cz,calledsurface1,willbeusedhere.From theproblemdescription,theradiusof

theinfinitecylinderis4.935 cm.Two 121anesperpendiculartothez-axis,pz,willbe

usedtolimitthecylinder'sheight.Forourexample,we havechosenthebottomplane,

surface2,tocrossthez-axisatz=O_Thetopplane,surface3,willcrossthez-axisat

z=l'7.2"/3.When thesurfacesarecombinedtheycreatea finitecylinderwithaheight

of17.273cm.

Z
I

/_pz-pl - --_

ane _....._

/ surface 3

infinitecylinder ._
surface!

ane ._ _
./ surface2

Figure2-2. Configuration1 surfacecombinations.
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!

C Surface Cards
1 cz 4.935

2 pz 0

3 pz 17.273

Figure 2-3. Configuration 1 surface cards.
Cells

Now that the surface cards are defined, the geometric cells can be defined. Cells

are defined by identifying individual surfaces and combining these surfaces using the

Boolean intersection, union, and complement operators. The two cells for configuration

I are shown in Figure 2-1. The cell cards are shown in Figure 2-4. Remember, the first

card of the input file is the problem title card.

Cell 1 is the plutonium cylinder and is assigned material number 1. The gram

density, taken from the problem description, follows the material number. Recall from

the first chapter that a gram density is entered as a negative number.

Problem 2A. Bare Pu Cylinder
C Cell Cards

1 1 -15.8 -i 2 -3 imp:n=l

2 0 1:-2:3 imp: n=0

Figure 2-4. Configuration 1 cell cards.

Surface Sense

An important concept you need to understand when combining surfaces is the

sense of all points in a cell with respect to a bounding surface. The sense is a sign

associated with a surface that specifies which side of a surface a cell is on. Suppose that

f(x,y,z)--0 is the equation of a surface. Choose a point (x,y,z) and put that point into the

equation of the surface. If the sign of the result is negative, the point is said to have a

negative sense with respect to the surface. If the result is positive, the point is said to have

a positive s_th respect to thesurface. If the result is zero, the point is on the
surface. *_

For _ple, assume a plane intersects the x-axis at x=2. The MCNP equation for

this plane is X-2=0.In this case, y and z can have any value, so the only coordinate we

are concerned with is the x coordinate. Choose a point, say x--5, and substitute it into

the equation: 5-2=3, which is positive. Therefore, the point x--5 has a positive sense with

respect to the plane at x=2. You do not have to evaluate an equation every time you
define a cell.
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For commonly used simple surfaces, space that is:

inside a sphere, cylinder, or cone has a negative sense;
outside a sphere, cylinder, or cone has a positive sense;
above or to the right of a plane has a positive sense;
below or to the left of a plane has a negative sense.

{For more detail see Chapter I of the MCNP manual.}

Continuing with cell 1, the plutonium is contained inside the cylinder, therefore

the sense of surface 1, the infinite cylinder, with respect to (wrt) cell I is negative, - 1.

Cell 1 now needs to be restricted to the region above surface 2 and below surface 3.

Using the rules stated above, the sense of surface 2 is positive, and the sense of surface

3 is negative wrt cell 1. This combination of three surfaces is entered on the cell 1 card

after the material density. The blanks between the surface numbers, -1 2 -3, define

intersections of the space inside the cylinder and above the lower plane _ below the

upper plane. A neutron importance of 1 completes this cell description.

MCNP requires that you define all space, so the only remaining geometry to be

defined for this example is the outside world, cell 2. The outside world is everything

outside the plutonium cylinder. The material number is zero because this cell is a void.
Remember, a void has no material density entry. To define the region of space that is

the outside world, we need to introduce the union operator.

Intersections and Unions

The intersection operator in MCNP is simply a blank space between two surface

numbers on a cell card. Assume you have two regions of space, A and B. The region of

space containing points that belong to both Aand B is called the intersection of A and B,

written K B. _ shaded area below represents A B. Because it is a binary Boolean

operator, tl_ ]_{ersection can be considered multiplicative.
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A region containing points that belong to A alone or to B alone or to both A and B is

called a union of A and B. The union operator is indicated by a colon (:). The shaded

region below represents the union of A and B (A:B). Because it is a binary Boolean

operator, the union can be considered additive.

Consider two planes that meet to form two ceils. Cell numbers are circled.

.... i

q)--I

Cell 1 is the region below surface 2,that is, with a negative sense, that is also in common

with (intersected with) everything to the right of surface 1, that is, with a the positive

sense. Therefore, the surfaces defining cell I are written I -2. Cell 2 is everything to

the left (negative sense) of surface 1 plus everything above (positive sense) surface 2.

Therefore, the surfaces defining cell 2 are written - 1 :2. Cells 1 and 2 are illustrated
below.
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If cell 2 were specified as -1 2, that would be the space to the left of surface 1 that

is in common with the space above surface 2, illustrated below.

, '_*Q

• i/

The union operator is what we use to define the "rest of the world" in

configuration 1. Therefore, the sense of the surfaces in cell 2 is opposite to those

defining cell 1 and the Boolean intersection operator is replaced by the union, 1 : -2 : 3

Figure 2--4illustrates the format of the cell 2 card in this example. The cell is assigned an

importance of zero. Any particles entering cell 2 need to be terminated because once

particles leave the cylinder they have no chance of returning.

2.3.B Materials

Now that the geometry of the system is defined, we need to identify the

material. This example requires only plutonium-239, which has an atomic number of 94

and an atomic weight of 239. The default cross-section evaluation for this isotope is

selected by entering only 94 2 39. Figure 2-5 shows the material card required. The

procedure to define a material was described in the first chapter. The only thing new is

the use of an atom fraction for the plutonium. Material 1 is 100 percent plutonium-239,
so the atom fraction is 1.

C Data Cards

ml 94239 i. 0

Figure 2-5. Configuration 1 material specification.
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2.3.C MCNP Criticality Controls

A kcode card is required to run a criticality calculation. We will specify 1000

neutrons per cycle, an initial guess for k.¢_of 1. O, 15 cycles will be skipped, and a total

of 115 cycles will be run. For this example, a single fission source point is placed near

the center of the plutonium cylinder using the ksrc card. Figure 2-6 shows these two

cards for this problem.

kcode I000 1.0 15 115
ksrc 0 0 8.6

Figure 2-6. Configuration I criticality control cards.

A criticality source is different from a fixed source because the fission source

locations change from cycle to cycle. A cycle is the completion of the number of

histories requested by the first entry on the kcode card. The initial ksrc source is used

only for the first keff cycle. A new spatial fission source is generated during each cycle

and is used as the source for the next cycle.

2.3.D Configuration 1 MCNP Input File

The input required for this example problem is complete. Do not forget the

required blank line delimiters between sections when entering this information. After

entering the data, your input file should appear as follows:

Problem 2A. Bare Pu Cylinder
C Cell Cards

1 1 -15.8 -i 2-3 imp:n=l
2 0 I:-2:3 imp:n=0

C Surface Cards
1 cz 4.935

2 pz 0
3 pz 17.273

C Data Cards
ml 94239 1

kcode i000 1.0 15 115
ksrc 0 0 8.6
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Theproblemcanberunby typing...

mcnp inpffifilel outpffifile2 runtpeffile3

where inp, outp, and runtpe arethedefaultnamesfortheinputfile,theoutputfile,

andthebinaryresultsfile,respectively.The runtpe fileisusefulforplottingproblem

resultsand forcontinuingacalculationasdiscussedinlaterchaptersofthePrLrner.

The name optionisusefulforautomaticallynamingfiles.Itusestheinp name as

thebaseandappendstheappropriateletter(oforoutp and r forruntpe).

mcnp name=prob2a 0..2/

produces an outp filenamed prob2ao and _runtpe fileprob2ar.

2.3.EOuiput

At thistimewe areonlyinterestedinlookingatthek,ffresultintheoutput.

Recallfromthefirstchapterthatthereisa gooddealofinformationtobeskippedto
find.

final estimated combined collision/absorption/track-length keff.

Yourresultshouldbe closeto1.00.The resulton aSPARC IatUniversityofNew

Mexicowas 1.0101withanestimatedstandarddeviationof0.0018.Ifyourresultisnot

closetoours,checkyourinputtomake sureyoursurfacedimensionsarecorrectand

thatmaterialdensitiesarecorrectlyenteredon thecellcards.

2.4 CONFIGURATION 2

The second problem in this chapter takes configuration I and adds a radial

natural uranium reflector. This example introduces how to define cells within cells.

Natural Uranium RadialReflector

p = 18.80 g/cc

Configuration IL Plutonium Metal, Radially Reflected by Uranium

Plutonium cylinder: Radius = 4.935 cm

Height = 6.909 cm

Uranium reflector thickness: 5.0 cm

Uranium reflector height: 6.909 cm
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2.4.A Geometry

The setup process is the same as for configuration 1. Surface cards will be defined

first and then used to create the cell cards. Figure 2-7 shows the geometry setup for

configuration 2. (Note that the cylinder has been changed to be symmetric about the
x-axis.)

x-axis
I

Void: Ceil 3 I
L!

' '._._-_,_._'::'_l--r 5.0 cm thickness
Plutonium ,,,..i

Cylinder:
Cell I ,1 ,, Radial Uranium

'" Reflector:

_ Cell 2
y-axis -- -- - _._.______.___..._

/
.

z-axis

Figure 2-7. Configuration 2 geometry.

Surfaces

Before continuing, try to create the surface cards for this configuration on your

own and check them with Figure 2--8.If you encounter difficulty, read the surface card

description that follows.

Beginning with the plutonium cylinder, the problem description specifies a radtu,

of 4.935 cm (the same as configuration 1). This time a cylinder on the x-axis, cx, will be

used as surface 1. Two planes perpendicular to the x-axis, px, are needed to give the

cylinder a finite height of 6.909 cm. Surfaces 2 and 3 are chosen so that the distance
between them is 6.909 cm.

Another cylinder must be defined for a radial uranium reflector that has a

thickness of 5 cm. A second cylinder on the x-axis, cx, with a radius of

4.935 cm + 5.0 cm = 9.935 cm is used. Because there is no reflection on the top or bottom

of this system, the reflector region is the same height as the plutonium cell, so we can

use the two planes already defined (surfaces 2 and 3) to make the reflector finite in
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height.Figure2--8shows thesurfacecardsrequiredforthisexample.The $ isused to

includecomments on cardsasappropriate.

C Surface Cards

1 cx 4.935 $ Pu cylinder
2 px 0 $ bottom
3 px 6.909 $ top
4 cx 9.935 $ U reflector

Figure 2--8. Configuration 2 surface cards.

Cells

The foursurfacesnow canbe usedtobuildtheplutoniumand uranium cells.

Figure2-9shows thecellcardsforthisexample.We calltheplutoniumcylindercellI,

assignitmaterialI withamaterialdensityenteredwitha negativesignindicatingg/cc.

The intersectionoperatorisused tocombine thesurfaces.An importanceofI is

assigned to this cell.

We calltheuranium reflectorcell2 and assignitmaterialnumber 2.The material

density,18.80 g/ccisenteredwitha negativesignindicatingg/cc.Next,we enterthe

hounding surfacesusingtheintersectionoperator.Recallingtherulesofsurfacesense,

thereflectoristhespaceoutsidesurfacei (positivesense)and thespaceinsidesurface;

(negativesense)and thespacebetween surfaces2 and 3,1 -4 2 -3.The importance

of this cell is i.

The last cell is the outside world. As in configuration 1, we use the union

operator. Cell 3 is all space outside surface 4 or below surface 2 or above surface 3. The

union of these surfaces, 4 : -2 :3, defines cell 3. Our outside world is now all space

except the plutonium and uranium. An importance of zero is assigned to this cell,

terminating any neutrons entering this region. The cell cards required for configuration

2 are complete.

C Cell Cards

1 1 -15.8 -I 2 -3 imp:n=l
2 2 -18.8 1 -4 2 -3 imp:n=l
3 0 4 :-2 :3 imp:n-O

Figure2-9. Configuration 2 cellcards.
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2.4.B Materials

Configuration 2 requires two materials: plutonium and natural uranium. Figure

2-10 shows the material cards for this example. Material 1, plutonium-239, is the same

as in configuration 1. For the reflector we have natural uranium, which consists of U-

235 and U-238. These isotopes will be entered as atom fractions. U-238 is the first

isotope entered because it is the most abundant. The atomic number of uranium is 92

and 238 represents the 238 isotope. The atom percent is taken from the Chart of the

Nuclides. The U-235 isotope is entered in the same manner.

C Data Cards

ml 94239 i. 0

m2 92238 0.992745 92235 0.007200

Figure 2-10. Configuration 2 material cards.

Normalization of Atom Fractions

The atom fractions of the two uranium isotopes do not add to exactly 1.00. When this

occurs, MCNP renormalizes the values. For example, if you have trace elements in a

material that you do not include in the material card, the atom fractions will not add up

to exactly 1.0. MCNP will then add up the specific fractions and renormalize them to

sum to 1.0. A WARNING message informs you that the fractions did not add to one or

to the density on the cell card.

2.4.C MCNP Criticality Controls

The entries on the required kcode card do not change from configuration 1.

Because we made the cylinder shorter, we will move the initial source point closer to

the center of the cylinder at 3.5 cm on the x-axis. Figure 2-11 shows the criticality

controls for this example.

kcode I000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 3.5 0 0

Figure 2-11. Configuration 2 criticality control cards.
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2.4.D Configuration 2 MCNP Input File

The input for this problem is complete. Double check your input for entry errors

and do not forget the blank-line delimiters between sections. After you have entered

this information, the input file should appear as follows:

Configuration 2, Pu cylinder, radial U(nat) reflector
C Cell Cards

1 1 -15.8 -I 2 -3 imp:n=l

2 2 -18.8 1 -4 2 -3 imp:n=l

3 0 4:-2:3 imp:n=0

C Surface Cards

1 cx 4.935 $ Pu cylinder !
2 px 0 $ bottom

3 px 6.909 $ top
4 cx 9.935 $ U reflector

C Data Cards

ml 94239 1.0

m2 92238 0.992745 92235 0.007200

kcode I000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 3.5 0 0

2.4.E Output

Scan through the output and find the...

final estimated combined collision/absorption/track-length keff.

Yourresultshouldbesubcritical.Theradialreflectorisnotsufficienttogiveyou a

criticalmassforthisconfiguration.Theresulton aSPARC 1atUniversityofNew

Mexicowas 0.8859withan estimatedstandarddeviationof0.0022.Ifyourresultisnot

closetoours,dmck yourinputtomake sureyoursurfacedimensionsarecorrect,and
checkthematerialdensitiesinthecellcards.Iftherunwas successful,continueon to

configuration3.
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2.5 CONFIGURATION 3

In this third example we show how to use the Boolean complement operator, #.

Configuration 3 is the same as configuration 2 with an axial reflector added.

Natural Uranium Reflector

p = 18.80 g/cc

Configuration HI. Plutonium Metal, Fully Reflected by Uranium

Plutonium cylinder: Radius = 4.935 an

Height = 6.909 cm

Uranium reflector thickness: 5.0 cm radially

5.0 cm axially

2.5.A Geometry

The geometry setup for this problem is similar to configuration 2. Figure 2-12

shows the geometry for configuration 3. Note we are still using an x-axis cylinder for

configuration 3 although y-axis or z-axis cylinders would work just as well.

x-axis
....I _ Void: Cell 3

I

" _ 5.0 cm Thickness

Plutonium ....... _.._
Cylinder _ •
Cell 1 < Radial Uranium

Reflector
Cell 2

y-axis.....
I 5.0 cm Height/

z-axis _'>" _-_

Figure 2-12. Configuration 3 geometry.
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Surfaces

Two px planes need to be added to the surface card section to bound the new

axial uranium reflector. Figure 2-13 shows the surface cards for configuration 3, where
surfaces 5 and 6 are new. Comments can be added to the surface cards for clarification.

C Surface Cards

1 cx 4. 935

2 px 0

3 px 6. 909
4 cx 9.935

5 px -5.0
6 px 11.909

Figure 2-13. Configuration 3 surface cards.

Cells

Because the plutonium cylinder is the same size as in the other two

configurations, cell I does not change. Cell 2 will be defined differently in configuration

3 than it was in configuration 2: we will use the Boolean complement operator, #.

Complement Operator

The complement operator, #,isa short-hand cell-specifying method that

implicitly uses the intersection and union operators. It can be tl_uc_ht of as saying "not

in." For example, let's look at the cell cards for configuration 1 again,

C Cell Cards

1 1 -15.8 -1 2 -3 imp:n-1
2 0 1:-2 :3 imp:n=O

Cell 2 de__ outside world using the union of three surfaces (1 : - 2: 3). Cell 2 also

could be s_ using the complement operator. The outside world is everything

except cell _We can define cell 2 as all space that is "not in" cell 1, or #1.

C Cell Cards

1 1 -15.8 -1 2-3 imp:n=1

2 0 #1 imp: n=O

In this simple example the complement operator changes intersections to tmions and
reverses the senses of the surfaces of cell 1.
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Returning to configuration 3, we can define cell 2 as the region of space inside surface 4

and below surface 6 and above surface 5, that is "not in" cell 1, -4 -6 5 # 1. This

method may be easier than defining cell 2 explicitly, - 4 - 6 5 (1 : - 2 : 3 ). However, in

more complicated problems, using the complement operator can cause the run time to

increase significantly. Figure 2-14 shows the cell cards for configuration 3.

C Cell Cards

1 1 -15.8 -I 2 -3 imp:n=l

2 2 -18.8 -4-6 5 #I imp:n=l
3 0 4:-5: 6 imp:n=0

Figure 2-14. Configuration 3 cell cards.

2.5.B Materials

There is no change in the material cards from configuration 2. Figure 2-15 shows

the m cards used in configuration 3.

C Data Cards
ml 94239 1
m2 92238 0.992745 92235 0.007200

Figure2-15.Configuration3 materialcards.

2.S.C MCNP Criticality Controls

The kcode and ksrc cards are not changed from configuration 2. Figure 2-16

shows the controls used in configuration 3.

kcode i000 1.0 15 115
ksrc 3.5 0 0

Figure2-16.Configuration3 criticalitycontrolcards.
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2.S.D Configuration $ MCNP Input File

The input for configuration 3 is complete and should appear as follows. Do not

forget the blank line delimiters at the end of sections.

Configuration 3, Pu cylinder with U(nat) reflector
C Cell Cards

1 1 -15.8 -I 2 -3 imp :n=l

2 2 -18.8 -4 -6 5 #I imp:n=l
3 0 4 :-5 :6 imp :n-O

C Surface Cards
1 cx 4. 935

2 px 0

3 px 6.909
4 cx 9. 935

5 px -5.0

6 px ii. 909

C Data Cards

ml 94239 1

m2 92238 0.992745 92235 0.007200

kcode I000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 3.5 0 0

2.5.E Output

Scan through the output file and find the

final estimated combined collision/absorption/track-length keff.

Your result should be close to 1. The result on a SPARC 1 at the University of New

Mexico was 1.027 with an estimated standard deviation of 0.002.
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2.6 SUMMARY

This chapter presented you with three examples designed to teach the basic

geometry concepts and Boolean geometry operations used to define cells. We discussed

the sense of surfaces and the union, intersection, and complement operators. You have

also learned how to model multicell problems. The information presented in this

chapter will help you to model the more complex problems presented in the following

chapters.
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Chapter 3

S(0c,13)Thermal Neutron Treatment for Moderators

This chapter presents the use of S(cc,_) thermal neutron cross sections for use
with problems containing hydrogenous and other moderating material. It also
demonstrates how to handle a void region that is not defined as the "rest of the world."

An explanation of the basic features of the MCNP keffoutput is provided.

3.1 WHAT YOU WILL BE ABLETO DO:.

• Use and understand S(_[3) thermal neutron treatment.

• Understand the order of geometry operations on cell cards.

• See effects of S((z,13)treatment.

• Interpret lc_ output.

3.2 S(_) THERMAL NEUTRON TREATMENT

Let's begin with a description of why we use S((x,[3)cross-sections. When the

neutron energy drops below a few eV, the thermal motion of scattering nuclei strongly
affects collisions. The simplest model to account for this effect is the free gas model that

assumes the nuclei are present in the form of a monatomic gas. This is the MCNP

default for thermal neutron interactions. In reality, most nuclei will be present as

components of molecules in liquids or solids. For bound nuclei, energy can be stored tn

vibrations and rotations. The binding of individual nuclei will affect the interaction
between thermal neutrons and that material. The S(_[3) cross sections are used to

account for the bound effects of the nuclei. It is important to recognize that the bindin_

effects for hydrogen in water are different than for hydrogen in polyethylene. MCNP

has different S(a,[3)data for hydrogen, as well as other elements. See Appendix D of
this Primer for available default cross-sections.

3.3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This example is a bare (unreflected) U(4.89)O2F2 solution cylinder (LA-10860

p.32). The solution has a radius of 20.12 cm and a height of 100.0 cm. An aluminum tank
with a thickness of 0.1587 cm on the sides and bottom, and a height of 110.0 cm contains

the solution. There is no lid on the tank. The region from the top of the solution to the

top of the aluminum tank is void. The data for this problem follows:
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U(4.89)O2F2 Solution Composition:

N23s = 1.0889e-4 atoms/b-cm Solution height = 100 cm

N238 = 2.0909e-3 atoms/b-cm

NRuorin. = 4.3996e-3 atoms/b-cm

NHydros,n = 5.7058e-2 atoms/b-cm

Noxy_ = 3.2929e-2 atoms/b-cm

Ntotal = 9.6,586e-2 atoms/b-cm

Aluminum Container:

p = 2.70 g/cc Tank thickness = 0.1587 cm

Bottom thickness = 0.1587 cm

Inside height = 110.0 cm

Appendix B shows how the atom densities for this problem were calculated.

3.4 EXAMPLE 3 SETUP

3.4.A Geometry

Figure 3-1 shows the geometry for this example.

, z-axis
i-_===b==:_110.0

-'__ _ 100.0 cm
crn

0.1 587 cm _

r=20.12 cm

x-axis- -- -- __--.0.0 cm

y-axis 1587 cm

Figure 3-1. Example 3 geometry.
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Surfaces

This example again uses cylinders and planes to construct the model. We want to

look at how these surfaces are arranged. On your own, try to define the surfaces using

what you have learned. Refer to the problem description for the dimensions of the

problem. So your problem matches ours, set up your cylinders and planes on the z-axis

with the bottom plane (surface 6) of the aluminum container at z = -0.1587. Once you

are finished, the surface cards should be similar to those in Figure 3-2. Figure 3-3 shows

a diagram of the tank with the surfaces and cells labeled.

C Surface Cards

1 cz 20.12

2 cz 20.2787

3 pz 0.0

4 pz I00.0

5 pz II0.0

6 pz -0.1587

Figure 3-2. Example 3 surface cards.

5
J Cell 2:

Cell 4: 4 _" Void
Void

Cell 1:
Solution

l 2

.., Cell 3:
_" Aluminum

3
J

6

Figure 3-3. Example 3 cells and surfaces.
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Cells

The cellcardsectionbeginswiththeproblemtitlecard,

Example Problem 3. S(alpha, beta) Treatment.

Cellicontainsmaterial1 (theuraniumsolution)and isassigneda neutronimportance

ofI.Itiseverythinginsidethecylinder(surfacei),and abovetheplaneat0.0

(surface3),and belowtheplaneat100.0(surface4);i.e.,-i 3 -4.

Cell2 istheregionabovethetopoftheuraniumsolutionand belowthetopof

thealuminum container,describedasinsidesurfacei,and abovesurface4,and below

surface5,writtenas-1 4 -5.Thisisavoid,sothematerialnumber iszero.Thiscell

shouldnotbe assignedanimportanceofzerobecausethereisa slightchanceof

neutronsenteringthiscelland thenreturningtothesolutionby scatteringoffofthe

aluminum container.Therefore,itisassignedanimportanceof1.

Order of Operation

In some problems it may be necessary to use parentheses to group the ordering

of geometric operations. The order of operation is the same as the order of operation

followed in mathematics, where the union operator is the same as addition and the

intersection operator is multiplication. MCNP first dears parentheses, doing

intersections before unions, from left to right. For example, if you had three spheres, l,

2, and 3, and you want the intersection of space inside of surfaces 2 and 3 to be unioned

with the space inside of surface 1. For the geometry shown in case I below, here are

two ways it could be written.

- 1 : - 3 - 2 is equivalentto - 1: (- 3 -2 )

These expr_ns are equivalent because, with or without the parentheses, MCNP will

perform the'Intersection of surfaces 2 and 3 before the union with surface 1.
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An example of when parentheses change the evaluation of the expression...

-I : - 3 -2 is not equivalent to (- 1 : - 3) - 2

3
Case I Case 2

Incase2,theparenthesesareclearedfirst.The spaceinsidesurfaceI isadded tothe

spaceinsidesurface3,and thatregionisintersectedwiththespaceinsidesurface2.In

case1,thespaceinsidesurface3 isintersectedwiththespaceinsidesurface2,and that

regionisadded tothespaceinsidesurfaceI.As illustrated,theparenthesesaround the

union operatorcreatesa much differentgeometry.

Remember, theorderofoperationsisthesame asdoing simplealgebra.

Performoperationsinparenthesesfirst,doingintersectionsbeforeunions,from leftto

right.

Continuingwithour example,cell3 isthealuminum container.You can describe

thealuminum containerinatleastthreeways.We show one way hereby treatingthe

containerasa combinationofan aluminum shellplusabottom disk.The axialregion("

-2 -5 3)isunionedwith(oradded to)thebottomregionofaluminum (-2 -3 6),

written(i -2 -5 3): (-2 -3 6).Cell4 isthe"restoftheworld" voidcell.The uruon

operatorisused againtodescribeeverythingoutsideofthesolutionand aluminum

container.The cellcardsforthisgeometryareshown inFigure3--4.

Example Problem 3. S(alpha, beta) Treatment
C Cell Cards

1 1 9.6586e-2 -i 3 -4 imp:n=l
2 0 -i 4 -5 imp :n=l

3 2 -2.7 (I -2 -5 3): (-2 -3 6) imp:n=l
4 0 2 :5 :-6 imp:n=0

Figure 3-4. Example 3 cell cards.
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. Alternative Cell $ Descriptions

Convi_ yourself that the two alternative descriptions of cell 3 that follow are
correct.

3 2 -2.7 -5 1 -2 3

5 2 -2.7 -2 -3 6

or

3 2 -2.7 (1:-3) -5 -2 6

3.4.B Materials

Material i is the uranium solution. The uranium is in the form of UO2F2 in water

(H20), so we have two oxygen concentrations. The two have been combined in this

case but can be left separate. Following the ml card is the S(_) card (mr 1) that specifies

that the S((x,13)cross section data for hydrogen are to be applied to material 1. The light

water identifier, lwtr, tells the code to apply the S(ct,13)treatment to the hydrogen

present in material 1 and treat it as if bound in light water instead of as a free gas.

{Appendix G of the MCNP manual gives a complete listing of available ,S(ct,13)

materials.}

Aluminum, which has an atomic number of 13 and an atomic weight of 27, is

material 2. The zaid is 13 0 2 7. The atomic weight is always input as three integers so a zero

must precede any atomic weight between 10 and 99 while two zeros must precede atomic

weights less than 10. Aluminum is the only isotope being used in material 2 so we can

enter an atom fraction of 1; 100 percent of the material is aluminum. Figure 3-5 shows

the material cards for this problem.

C Data Cards
ml 1001 5.7058e-2 8016 3.2929e-2

9019 4.3996e-3 92238 2.0911e-3

92235 1.0889e-4
mtl lwtr
m2 13027 I

Figure 3-5. Example 3 material cards.
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3.4.C MCNP Criticality Controls

The kcode card is identical to our previous examples. On the ksrc card, we will

put the source at approximately the center of the solution, or at the coordinates (0, 0,

50.0). Figure 3-6 shows the controls for this example.

kcode i000 1.0 15 i15

ksrc 0 0 50.0

Figure 3.-6. Example 3 control cards.

Setting the Criticality Problem Controls

The following discussion presents guidelines for performing criticality

calculations. Each problem should be examined to assess if the-_ guidelines are

appropriate. The Monte Carlo method can exhibit a small bias in the calculated k_. If at

least 500 neutrons per I_ cycle are used, this bias should not be a factor in MCNP

results. The larger the number of neutrons per kaf cycle requested in the first entry on
the kcode card, the smaller the bias. Therefore, it is wise to run as many neutron

histories as you can afford, combined with using at least 100 active k_ cycles. One

hundred is a large enough number of active cycles to determine that the problem

appears to be behaving normally and the fission source is converged. At least 30 active

cycles are required by MCNP to produce the final table of I<_ results. Fewer active

cycles do not provide enough information to assess the quality of the calculation. In
addition, the creation of confidence intervals not provided by MCNP is more difficult

with a smaller number of cycles because the number of degrees of freedom in the keff

result must be taken into account carefully.

There is no maximum number of cycles that can be calculated. The number of

active cycles'should not become so large that the estimated standard deviation in the
final I<_ resultbecomes much smaller than the very small bias in kaf.

Typically, 100 to 500 active kea cycles should be acceptable.
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Theinitialguessofk_ (thesecondentryonthekcode card)only affectsthe

creationoffissionsourcepointsforthesecondk_ cycle.A severeunderestimateofthe

initialguessWillresultinthecreationoftoomany sourcepointsandviceversa.Source

points in future cycles are unaffected by the initial guess of k_.

Enough kd cycles must be declared to be inactive (the third entry on the kcode

card) so that the calculated spatial fission source has converged. The closer the initial

source approximates the converged spatial shape, the fewer cycles you need to skip.

Point sources can be s_ easily using the ksrc card. It is wise to put at least one

point into each fissionable region, especially for largely-spaced array elements. Reactor

problems that have thousands of fuel rods do not require as many initial Points because

the rods are in dose proximity to one another. It is usually best to skip at least 10 k_

cyclesfor a ksrc initialsource.

A un/_rm source can be createdusing thellource_tion sde f card and

usuallyrequiresthatfewerk_ cyclesbeskipped.Thebestinitialsourcedistributionis

fromanSRCTP filefromapreviouscalculationofasimilarsystem.Thisfileis

automaticallycreatedby MCNP foreverycriticalitycalculation.Evenfewerk_ cycles

usuallycanbe skippedinthiscase.{SeeChapter2,SectionVHI,intheMCNP manual

formore discussionofthesetopics.}

3.4.DExample3MCNP InputFile

Thiscompletestheinputrequirementsforexample3.Yourcompletedinputfile

shouldresemblethefollowing.Do notforgettheblanklinedelimiters.

Example Problem 3. S(alpha, beta) Treatment
C Cell Cards

1 1 9.6586e-2 -i -3 4 imp:n=l

2 0 -I 4-5 imp:n=l

3 2 -2.7 (I -2-5 3):(-2-3 6) imp:n=l

4 0 2 :5 :-6 imp: n=O

C Surface Cards

1 cz 29.12

2 cz 20.2787

3 pz 0.0

4 pz I00.0

5 pz ii0.0

6 pz -0.1587
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C Data Cards

ml i001 5.7058e-2 8016 3.2929e-2

9019 4.3996e-3 92238 2.0909e-3

92235 1.0889e-4

mtl lwtr

m2 13027 1

kcode i000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 0 0 50.0

3.4.E Output

After successfully running the problem, you should get a l<_fof approximately
1.0 (0.9978 with an estimated standard deviation of 0.0027 on a SPARC I at the

University of New Mexico). If you run the same problem without the S(c_,[3)treatment

you will see a noticeable difference in _a (0.9823 with an estimated standard deviation

of 0.0025 on a SPARC 1 at the University of New Mexico). Much larger differences are

possible, depending on the problem. It is not our intent to say S(ot,[3)treatment must be
used for materials for which evaluations do not exist. However, for the majority of

criticality calculations, it is strongly recommended that the appropriate S(c_,[3)cross

sections be used. We want to stress the fact that you must analyze the system you are

modeling and decide which method is appropriate for what you are analyzing.

A situation may arise where you would want S(_) thermal treatment but the

cross sections for that material do not exist. Lucite (C4I"I602) is an example. The thermal

treatment should be used for this material, but S(ct,_) cross sections for Lucite do not

exist. You can run the problem with the free gas treatment or make an S((x,_)

substitution on the mt card. Polyethylene or water S((z,[3)data for hydrogen could be

used. S((x,[3)cross sections are available for both of these. Polyethylene would probabl y

be the best substitution because both polyethylene and Lucite are linked hydrocarbons

and solids. You should run all reasonable options available and choose the most
conservative result.
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3.S MCNP k_ OUTPUT

Examinethedashedboxon the"kerr results for:" page.Thisboxwillbe

produced for at least 30 active cycles as long as at least one k_ estimator set of values

appears normally distributed at the 99%confidence level. The final result in the box is

the estimated value of k_ using a combination of the three individual estimators along

with its estimated standard deviation. Estimated 68%,95% and 99% confidence intervals

aregiveninthebox.

finall_a EstimatorConfidenceInterval

Calculatingk_ consistsofestimatingtheaveragenumberoffissionneutrons

producedinonefissiongenerationperfissionneutronborn.A fissiongenerationisthe

lifeoffissionneutronsfrombirthtodeathby escape,parasiticcapture,orabsorption

leadingtofission.The computationalequivalentofafissiongenerationinMCNP isthe

I_ cycle.The numberofneutronscalculatedineachI_ cycleisspecifiedby thefirst

entryon thekcode card.As thesefissionneutronsareborn,transported,and

terminatedinak_ cycle,thefissionsourcepointsarecreatedforthenextk_ cycle.Itis

essentialthatenoughk_ cyclesareskipped,usingthethirdentryon thekcodecard,

beforek_ valuesareaccumulatedsothatthefissionsourcedistributionhasconverged

tothecorrectspatialshape.A poorerinitialspatialdistributionrequiresthatmore keff

cyclesbe skippedbeforeconvergenceisachieved.

MCNP usesthreedifferentmethodsforcalculatingkeafromeachneutron

randomwalk ina cycle:absorption,collision,and tracklength.{SeeChapter2,Section

VIII,oftheMCNP manualformoredetails.}Becausenoonek_ estimatorisoptimal

forallprob__MC_;F usesastatisticalcombinationofallthreetoprovideacombined

k_ estimate__neral, thecombinedk_ estimateisthebestonetouseandisthe

resulte_m thedashedboxintheoutput.Alwaysexamineallthek_ resultson

thekearesultspage.Ifonek_ estimatorproducesamore conservativeresultfromthe

calculation,thisresultcanbeused.

Tha combinedl_ estimateisusuallybetweentheextremekeffvalues.

Occasionallywhen thethreek_ estimatorsarehighlypositivelycorrelated,the
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combined k_ estimate will lie outside the extreme values. This behavior is expected

because if one k_ estimator is above the precise keffresult, the others are likely also to

be above that result because of the positive correlation. The reverse is also true. It is

extremely important to emphasize that the k_ result from a Monte Carlo criticality

calculation is a confidence interval for k_ that is formed by adding and subtracting a

multiple of the final estimated standard deviation from the final estimated kerr.A properly
formed confidence interval from a valid calculation should include the precise keffresult

the fraction of the time used to create the confidence interval. The fraction of the time

determines the multiplier of the estimated standard deviation. There will always be some

probability that the precise result lies outside of the confidence interval. MCNP

provides the estimated final keffconfidence intervals at the 68%,95%. and 99%levels

when at least 30 active k_ cycles have been calculated. {Further discussion on many

aspects of k_ confidence intervals are described in the MCNT manual, Chapter 2,

Section VIILI

Returning to our problem, examine the first three lines after the title card on the

"keff results for:" page. The first line describes the initial source used. The secon.i

line provides information about the criticality problem defined on the kcode card. The

third line shows what was actually run for this problem.

the initial fission neutron source distribution used the 1 source points that

were input on the ksrc card.

the criticality problem was scheduled to skip 15 cycles and run a total of 1

cycles with nominally i000 neutrons per cycle.

this problem has run 15 inactive cycles with 14919 neutron histories and lOO

active cycles with 99850 neutron histories.

Continuing on, the fourth line tells you if the problem finished. The fifth line is

extremely important because it states whether or not all cells containing fissionable

material were sampled. If all the cells containing fissionable material were not sampled,

a warning message will be printed with a list of the cells that were not sampled. Such a

calculation should probably be rerun with more settling cycles, and/or a different initial

spatial source distribution to ensure sampling of all cells with fissionable material.
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this calculation has completed the requested number of keff cycles using a

total of 114769 fission neutron source histories.

all cells with fissionable material were sampled and had fission neutron

source points.

The next part of the output describes the results of the normality checks for each of the

three k_ estimators. The number of neutrons per cycle is usually large enough so that

the individual k_ estimators will appear to be distributed as though they were sampled

from a normal distribution. MCNP checks to see if the 1¢_ values appear to be normally

.___distributedz_._the 95% confidence level, and, if not, then at the 99% confidence
'_ interval. A_ printed if an estimator appears not to be normally distributed at

the 99% level. This situation is equivalent to a 99%confidence interval not induding the

precise answer, which will occur 1% of the time.

It is unlikely that all three of the l_ estimators will not appear normally

distributed at the same time. MCNP will not print the dashed box results in this case,

although the results are available elsewhere in the output. Additional information is

supplied in the output to assist the user in determining the cause of this behavior. One
situation that can cause this behavior to occur is when the fission neutron source has

not converged. Even when all three sets of l_ data appear not to be normally

distributed, it is still possible that each of the three averagek_ results would be normally

distributed if many independent calculations were made. The user is cautioned to

examine the problem output carefully to assess the possible cause(s) for the nonnormal

behavior. Additional independent calculations can be made, if necessary, using the dbc_.

card. [See Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 of the MCNP manual for more information.}
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Continuing a Calculation From RUNTPE and Customizing the OUTP File

An MCNP calculation can be continued for more kea cycles by using the

RUNTPE file that is generated automatically for all problems. RUNTPE contains all of

the problem information and the calculated results, including the fission source point

information for the next cycle. The input file for a continued run requires only the

following two cards:

continue

kcode i000 1.0 I0 210

Only the fourth entry on the kcode card is used. It sets a new upper limit to the total
number of active cycles to be run in the calculation. Runs can be continued any number
of times. The MCNP execution line for a continue run is:

mcnp c inp=filenamel runtpe=filename2

where filenamel isthe input file shown above and filename2 isthe name of the

RUNTPE file. If you lose the output file from a calculation, it can be regenerated from
the RUNTPE with the following continuation input file:

continue

nps -i

The lengthofthe OUTP filecan be controlledby the print card.A print card

followed by no entries provides all of the MCNP output possible. Numerical entries can

include or exclude selected print table numbers from the output. {See Chapter 3 of the
MCNP manuaL}
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3.6 SUMMARY

After completing the first three chapters of this Primer you should be able to

model successfully any simple system that does not involve repeated structures or

arrays. After running a problem you should be able to determine from the output
whether or not the run was successful.

The main objective of this chapter was to demonstrate and show the effects of
S(0¢,13)thermal neutron cross sections. In the field of criticality safety, you will find that

in most cases the appropriate S(o¢,13)cross sections should be used, but it is up to you to

determine which set of cross sections will give the best analysis of the problem. When

possible, multiple runs should be done to understand the system and to know what is

driving the system.

This chapter gave a description of some of the statistical output features of

MCNP for criticality purposes that helps you determine if a run is statistically a success
or if it should be rerun.
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Chapter 4

Simple Repeated Structures

This chapter is designed to introduce the repeated structure capability of MCNP.

A cell can be defined in one location and easily be repeated at different locations with

different properties, if desired. Square and triangular lattice arrays are described in later

chapters.

4.1 WHAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DO

• Use the universe (u) and f i 11 cards.

• Use thelike m but card.

• Use thetrci card.

• Use the 2-D color geometry plotting capability.

4.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This example consists of two identical U(93.4)O2F2 solution cylinders inside a

water tank (LA-10860 p. 123). Assume the water reflector density is 1 g/cc and has a

minimum thickness of 20 cm except on one side of the first cylinder where the

thickness is only 10 cm. The height of the water is at the top of the open aluminum

containers. The data for this problem is:

Uranium Solution

N23s = 1.1760e-3 (0.48 g/cc) Solution height = 70.2 cm

N238 = 8.2051e-5 Diameter = 12.7 cm

Nox,/8_ - 3.3621e-2

NH_rogm ---6.2210e-2

Nl:luoan, = 2.5161e-3

NTota! = 9.9605e-2

Aluminum Container

p = 2.7 g/cc Height = 80.0 cm

Surface separation = 4.0 cm
Inner diameter = 12.7 cm

Thickness = 0.15 cm
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4.3 EXAMPLE4 SETUP

4.3.A Geometry

Figure 4--1 shows the geometry setup for this example.
,7
I

J i

60 cm

Figure4-I.Example4 geometry.

Surfaces
The focus of this chapter is repeated structures so we will define and use surfaces

to create one solution cylinder. This solution cylinder, shown in Figure 4-2, requires six

surfaces (four planes and two cylinders). We will repeat the first cylinder to form the

second cylinder using the l£ke m but command. Figure 4-3 shows all the surfaces

used in example 4. The first six surfaces are used for the cylinder and the last five are

used for the water reflector description.
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A
4 1

6

Figure4-2.Solutioncylindersurfaces.

C Surface Cards

1 cz 6.35 $ Solution radius
2 cz 6.50

3 pz 80.0 $ Top of container

4 pz 70.2 $ Top of solution

5 pz 0.0

6 pz -0.15

7 pz-20.15 $ Bottom of tank
C Sides of tank

8 px -16.5

9 px 43.5

I0 py -26.5

Ii py 26.5

Figure 4-3. Example 4 surface cards.

Cells

We begin the input file in Figure 4-4 with the title card for the problem:

Example4, Repeated structures. The problem description tells us we have two

identical solution cylinders. Both solution cylinders will be defined with the use of 1 i ke

m but card and universe (u) and fill cards. Cells 1, 2, and 3, the uranium solution,

void region above the uranium solution, and aluminum container, respectively, will be

defined as part of the same universe.
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The Universe Concept
A universe is either a lattice or an arbitrary collection of cells that, once defined,

can be used to fill other cells within a geometry. Another way to think of it is to look

out a window at the sky. You can see part of the sky but not all of it because of the

window edges. There is essentially an infinite amount of sky but you are limited to

what the window allows you to see. The window is the filled cell and the sky is the
universe that fills the cell

In this chapter the universe will be a collection of cells. In other words, several
cells will be defined to be in a universe and another cell will be filled with that universe.

(Lattices will be explained in later chapters of the primer.)

Recalling the card format from Chapter 1, the universe card is entered in the

params section of the cell card. Universe numbers are arbitrary integers chosen by the

user. There are two rules when using universes.

1. The cells of a universe can be finite or infinite but must completely fill all

of the space within the cell that the universe is specified to fill.

2. The surfaces of a filled cell and surfaces of the filling universe must never
coindde.

If you want to model several open canisters that are half-filled with a solution,

such as example 4, the u and f i 11 cards make this easy. With the two rules stated

above in mind, let's create an open cylinder partially filled with solution as a universe.

We will use the surfaces already defined in Figure 4-3. The solution, aluminum canister,

and void region above the solution will be defined as universe 3. These three cells are

analogous to the sky that we use to fill the window. The first cell of universe 3 is the

uranium solution. The solution includes all points that have a negativesense with
respect to surface 1 intersected with the negative sense of surface 4, and intersected

with the positive sense of surface 5.

1 1 9.9605e-2 -i-4 5 u=3 imp:n=l

Cell I contains material 1, has an atom density of 9.9605e-2, is part of universe 3, and

has a neutron importance of 1.
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Cell 2 is the void region above the solution. The void includes all points that have

a negative sense with respect to surface 1 intersected with the positive sense of surface

4, making it infinite in height. The neutron importance is set to 1 because there is a

chance that neutrons could be scattered through this void and into the solution.

2 0 -i 4 U=3 imp:n=l

Cell3,thealuminum container,isaunionofallpointsthathaveapositivesensewith

respecttosurface1_ thenegativesenseofsurface5,thusmakingitinfiniteoutsideof
surfaceIorbelowsurface5.

3 2 -2."7 I:-5 u=3 imp:n=1

Thespecificationofthecellsinuniver.'e3iscomplete.Alloftheoutercellsareinfinite

(analogoustothesky),sowe willnotviolateruleIstatedearlier.

Afterdefiningthesethreecells,thegeometryinuniverse3 isasfollows,withthe

voidand aluminumextendingtoinfinity.

Void

Aluminum
Solution

We now create cell 4, the window that is filled with universe 3. Cell 4 is defined as a

finite cylinder with the desired radius and height (window size).
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Cell 4

The cell 4 material number is zero because the materials have been specified in the cells

in universe 3. When cell 4 is filled by universe 3, one solution cylinder has been defined

as the problem description required.

4 0 -2-3 6 fill=3 imp:n=l

Now that we have one of the solution cylinders defined, the second one can be

defined using the repeated structures capability of MCNP. A cell can be defined once

andrepeatedmany timesusingthelike m but construct.Thisfeaturereducesthe

mount ofinputrequiredfromtheuser.Inthisexamplewe willusetheii kem but

featuretomake thesecondcylinder.The formatofthelike m but cardfollows.

j like m but list

j = cellnumber.

like = keyword for celltoberepeated.

m = apreviouslydefinedcellnumberthatistoberepeated.

but = keywordfordifferencesbetweencellsm and j.

1ist = specificationsthatdefinethedifferencesbetweencellsm and j.

Most ofthedatacardscanbeincludedinthelist specification{seeChapter3of

theMCNP manualforacompletelistingofcardsavailable}.Forthisexamplewe will

usethetrcl specificationthatdescribestherelationoftheoriginofonecelltothe

originofanother.

trcl= ox 02 03

The firstthreeentriesarethex,y,z valuesoftheorionoftranslatedcell.

{SeeChapter3 oftheMCNP manual.}
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Simple like m hue f.r¢l Example

Assume we have derived cell 1 as a sphere with its origin at (0 0 0). Cell 2 is

identical to cell 1 but it is located 10 cm to the left and 20 cm above cell 1 making the cell

2 origin (-10 0 20). Cell 2, using the 2ike m but card, is defined as follows. The

parentheses are required.

2 like 1 but trcl (-I0 0 20)

Now let's continue with example 4. After defining the first solution cylinder, cell

4, using the u and fill cards, we want to create a second, identical solution cylinder

with the like m but card, cell 5, and translate it along the x-axis with the trcl

mnemonic so that the surface separation between the aluminum tanks is 4.0 cm.

A cell is translated relative to the coordinates of its origin. The origin of the cell

being repeated is (0, 0, 0). The center-to-center spacing of the two solution cylinders is

17 cm. By simply translating the origin of cell 4, filled with universe 3, a second, identical

solution cylinder is defined. The cell 5 description follows.

5 like 4 but trcl (17 0 O)

The cell cards are completed by defining the water reflector around the two

solution cylinders, cell 6, and the "rest of the world" region outside the water reflector,

cell 7. Your knowledge of MCNP at this point should allow you to define these two cells

using surfaces 7-11 in Figure 4-3. The complete cell card section is shown in Figure 4-4.

and identification of the cells is shown in Figure 4-5.
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Example4, Repeated structures.
C Cell Cards

i 1 9.9605e-2 -I -4 5 u=3 imp:n=l $ Solution

2 0 -i 4 u=3 imp:n=l $ Void region
3 2 -2.7 I:-5 u=3 imp:n=l $ A1 container

4 0 -2-3 6 fillm3 imp:n=l

5 like 4 but trcl (17 0 0) imp:n=l

6 3 -i.0 I0 -Ii 8 -9 7 -3 #4 #5 imp'n=l

7 0 -10:11:-8:9:-7:3 imp: n=0

Figure4-4. Example4 cell cards.

i iii i i ii i

3-----) 2

I

6

Figure4--5.Example4 cell diagram. (Not to scale)
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4.3.B Materials

Use the information given in the problem description to define the material

cards. Material I is the uran/um solution. Material 2 is the aluminum container. Material

3 is the water for the reflector. Figure 4--6 shows the material cards for this example.
The ml card uses atom densities for the solution. The m2 and m3 cards use the number

of atoms per molecule for aluminum and water, respectively. Both methods of material

input are appropriate and selection of either method is generally based on the data

available for the problem. A WARNING message will be printed in the output because

the atom fractions on the m3 card do not add up to either the density on the cell 6 card

or to 1.0. MCNP will renormalize the values given and continue executing the problem.

Light water S(o.,_) cross sections are used for both the uranium solution and water

reflector because both contain hydrogen bound in the water molecule.

ml I001 6.2210e-2 8016 3.3621e-2 9019 2.5161e-3
92235 1.1760e-3 92238 8.2051e-5

mtl lwtr

m2 13027 1.0
m3 I001 2 8016 1
mr3 lwtr

Figure4--6. Example4 materialcards.

4.3.C MCNP Criticality Controls

The kcode specification remains the same as previous examples, but there is one

change in the ksrc card. We have added a second initial source point for the additional

solution cylinder. One of the reasons for this change is to ensure efficient sampling of

the fissile material in the second solution cylinder. Without the added source point, the

number of settling cycles chosen for the kcode card would need to be larger to ensure

a converged spatial distribution of fission source points in the second cylinder. Figure

4-7 shows the control cards for this example.

C Control Cards

kcode I000 1.0 15 115
ksrc 0 0 35 17 0 35

Figure 4-7. Example 4 control cards.
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4.3.D Example 4 MCNP Input File

This completes the input requirements for this example. The completed input file

should resemble the following. Do not forget the blank line delimiters.

Example4, Repeated structures.
C Cell Cards

1 1 9.9605e-2 -I-4 5 u=3 imp:n=l $ Solution

2 0 -I 4 u=3 imp:n=l $ Void region

3 2 -2.7 I:-5 u=3 imp:n=l $ A1 container

4 0 -2 -3 6 fill=3 imp:n=l

5 like 4 but trcl (17 0 0) imp:n=l

6 3 -i.0 i0 -II 8 -9 7 -3 #4 #5 imp:n=l

7 0 -10:11:-8:9:-7:3 imp :n=0

C Surface Cards

1 cz 6.35 $ Solution radius

2 cz 6.50

3 pz 80.0 $ Top of container

4 pz 70.2 $ Top of solution

5 pz 0.0

6 pz -0.15

7 pz -20.15 $ Bottom of tank
C Sides of tank

8 px -16.5

9 px 43.5

I0 py -26.5

II py 26.5

C Control Cards

kcode i000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 0 0 35 17 0 35

ml i001 6.2210e-2 8016 3.3621e-2 9019 2.5161e-3

92235 1.1760e-3 92238 8.2051e-5

mt I lwtr

m2 13027 I. 0

m3 I001 2 8016 1

mt3 lwtr
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4.3.E Output

The final combined k_ estimator for this problem on a SPARC 1 at the

University of New Mexico was 1.0110 with an estimated standard deviation of 0.0025.

4.4 PLOTTING THE PROBLEM GEOMETRY

After creating the input file, you can generate arbitrary 2-dimensional plots of

the geometry. Although the installation of this plotter may vary from machine to

machine, the plot commands do not differ between platforms. It is very important to

use the plotter to debug geometry problems before trying to run particles. You will

save a great deal of time by doing this. Appendix E of this document shows a listing of

the plotter commands. {See Appendix B of the MCNP manual for a detailed description

of the plotter and plot commands.} The format for plotting follows.

mcnp inp=filename ip

where ip = initiate and 12lot

After receiving the plot prompt, pressing the carriage return or enter key will

display a default plot. The default plot is a PX slice centered at (0, 0, 0) with an extent ot

-100 cm to 100 cm on the Y-axis and -100 cm to 100 cm on the Z-axis. Geometry errors

are shown as red dotted lines (if using a monochrome monitor, errors are simply

dotted lines). Keywords and entries can be entered after the prompt to get any 2-

dimensional view desired. Only enough of the keyword has to be typed to make it
unique. For example, "or" will specify the origin keyword.
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We will discuss seven plot keywords. Although shown here in upper case to set them

off from the rest of the text, either upper or lower case is acceptable.

ORIGIN vx vy vz - The coordinate about which the plot is centered.

Default - 0 0 0.

EXTENT eh ev - Sets the scale of the plot in cm so that eh is the

horizontal distance from the origin to either side of the plot and

e v is the vertical distance from the origin to the top and bottom of the

plot. If one value is entered, it is duplicated for the second entry.
Default: 100 100

PX vx - Draws y-z plot plane at x=vx. Default:. px 0

PY vy- Draws x-z plot plane at y=vy.

PZ vz - Draws x-y plot plane at z=vz.

LABEL s c - Put labels of size s on the surfaces and labels of size c

on the cells. Default: 1 0 (no cell labels)

SHADE n color -Make material n the color choselt

After a carriage return at the plotter prompt you will see a default plot showin_

a slice through the origin on the y-axis and z-axis wihh the surfaces labeled.

I

C) t I
p '1

z

7 Y
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To see a vertical view of both solution cylinders with bigger surface numbers type:

py 0 la 1.2 0

--4-- I"4"--

i

t :i_02

: :, I_ 5(02i

i

z

i i iiiii ii Z

7

To see a top view of the cylinders type: p z 8 0

Y

x

This plot only draws about half of each cylinder. Plot planes should not coincide with a

problem surface. Move the plot plane a small distance away from the plane p z 0 0 by

typing: pz 79

k._1" -.,I 2

xeI$
,Y
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Surfaces Generated by Repeated Structures

This view shows both solution cylinders and the water reflector. Notice that the

surfaces of the left cylinder (cell 4) are numbered as defined in the input file. The

cylinder on the right is the repeated structure. The outer cylinder surface number is

different for cell 5. The inner cylinder is still surface I, but the outer cylinder is 5 0 0 2.

When using repeated structures, MCNP will renumber the translated surfaces if needed

as follows: 1000*ceU number + surface number. The planes for cell 5 were renumbered

also, but because planes are infinite, surfaces ,5003 and 5006 are identical to surfaces 3

and 6, and the code prints the WARNING message:

2 surfaces were deleted for being the same as others.

The surface numbers of the cells in a universe do not get incremented. Surfaces 1, 4, and
5 are in both cells 4 and 5.

To plot cell numbers instead of surface numbers, type:
label 0 1

To make the size of the cell numbers larger, type

lal 2

This puts both cell and surface numbers in the plot and increases the size of the cell

numbers. If you have a color terminal, materials in cells are plotted in color. To see the

material numbers of cells type:

la 0 1 mat
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Some other cell quantifies that can be plotted are:

den: mass density

rho: atom density
mas: mass

imp: n: importances
vo 1: volume

cel: cell number (default)

To change the color of material 1 from its default color, purple, type:

shade 1 yellow

To see what colors are available, type:

options

We suggest that you experiment with the commands to get a feel for how the

plotter works.

4.5 SUMMARY

This chapter introduced repeated structures, which is a very powerful capability

available in MCNP. With this command you can to create geometries that involve

many identical structures and still vary their characteristics. By defining one structure,

you are easily able to reproduce that structure in as many places as needed.

Geometry plotting is a powerful tool. By plotting your geometry before

transporting particles, geometry errors can be corrected. You can also make sure that

the geometry setup is what you actually want it to be by displaying cell quantities.
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Chapter 5

Hexahedral (Square) Lattices

This chapter introduces the lattice keyword (1 a t) that allows you to model

virtually any square pitch or triangular pitch array. The focus in this chapter is

hexahedral lattices while hexagonal (triangular) lattices are covered in Chapter 6. In this

document, a hexahedral lattice will be referred to as a square lattice.

5.1 WHAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DO

• Use the 1at keyword to create a square lattice.

• Understand lattice indexing.

• Create a lattice whose elements: contain different materials, are

filled With different sized items, or are sometimes empty.

5.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This example is a 3x2 array of plutonium nitrate solution cylinders (PNL-TR452).

Plutonium nitrate solution is contained in six stainless steel cylinders with a 10 cm

surface separation between tanks. We will assume there is no other geometry present

for this example such as suspension wires for the tanks and room walls. The data for

this problem is:

Plutonium Nitrate Solution

N239 -- 2.7682e-4 Solution height - 39.24 cm

N240 = 1.2214e-5

N241 = 8.3390e-7

N242 = 4.5800e-8

NHyd_an = 6.0070e-2

NOxygen= 3.6540e-2

NNitrogen= 2.3699e-3

NTotal = 9.9270e-2
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Stainless Steel Containers

Nlron- 6.3310e-2 3x2 square lattice

NChromJum= 1.6540e-2 Surface separation = 10.0 cm

NNickel = 6.5100e-3 Tank i.d. = 24.98 cm

NTotat= 8.6360e-2 Tank wall thickness = 0.30 cm

Tank top and bottom thickness = 1.0 cm

Tank inside height = 101.7 cm

Tank pitch =35.58 cm

5.3 EXAMPLE 5 SETUP FOR CASE I

S.3.A Geometry

Figure 5-1 shows the geometry setup for this example.

24.98 cm

25.58 cm

101.70 cm

39.24 cm

Z

origin _ y
10.00 cm

x

Figure 5-1. Example 5 geometry.
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To modelthesq._arearraywe willusethreesteps.We startwithmodelingthe

cylindricalcontainer.Next,alatticecelliscreatedandfilledwiththecylindrical

container.Finally,we createacell(orwindow)thatlimitsthearraysizeto3x2as

specifiedintheproblemdescription.

Cylindrical Container Surfaces

This chapter uses the lattice keyword to create a square configuration of

plutoniumnitratesolutioncylinders.To createthecylinderswe usetheuniversecard

describedinthepreviouschapter; therefore,we needonlyenoughsurfacestodefine

onesolutioncylinder.Firstwe definethefivesurfacesneededforthesolution,thevoid

abovethesolution,thestainlesssteelcylinder,and thevoidoutsidethecontainer.

Compare yoursurfaceswiththoseinFigure5--2.

C Solution Cylinder Surface Cards
1 cz 12.49

2 cz 12.79

5 pz 0.0
6 pz 39.24

7 pz I01.7

Figure 5-2. Example 5 solution cylinder surface cards.

Cylindrical Container Cells

Remember, we always begin the input file with a title card,
Example5, Hexahedral Lattices.

The solution, the void region above the solution, the stainless steel container, and

the void outside the container are defined as part of the same universe. That universe

will then be used to fill the square lattice. The first cell, cell 1, is the plutonium nitrate

solution and is assigned material 1. The material density is input in atoms/b-cm as

given in the problem description. Surfaces 1, 5, and 6 with the appropriate sense create

a cylinder of solution. Ceil I is designated as part of universe I and the neutron

importance is set to 1.

1 1 9.9270e-2 -i 5-6 u=l imp:n=l
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A void region exists above the solution to the lid of the stainless steel container,

defined as cell 2. Because it is void, it is assigned a material number of 0. Surfaces 1, 7,

and 6 create the void cylinder. This cell also belongs to universe 1. Even though this

region is a void, there is a chance that neutrons could be scattered through it by the

stainless steel and into the solution; therefore, it is given a neutron importance of 1.

2 0 -I 6-7 u=l imp:n=l

Next we define the stainless steel container for the solution, cell 3. We designate

the stainless steel as material 2. Once again the material density is entered in atoms/b-

cm as given in the problem description. The stainless steel is defined as being inside of

surface 2, not in cell 1, and not in cell 2, creating an infinitely tall cylinder of stainless

steel except for the solution and void region as shown in Figure 5--3. Cell 3 is also part

of universe I and is assigned a neutron importance of 1. (A cell 3 alternative equivalent

definition is shown and allows faster particle tracking.)

3 2 8.6360e-2 -2 #i #2 u=l imp:n=l

or

3 2 8.6360e-2 -2 (i:-5:7) u=l imp:n=l

7

VOID
2

VOID

© ®
L

' 1,n

!

Solution
©

• -.

< Stainless Steel

Q

Figure 5-3. Solution container with cell numbers circled and surface numbers.
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Cell 4 is the final cell belonging to universe 1. It is the void region outside the

solution cylinder, defined as all space with a positive sense with respect to surface 2, in

universe 1, with a neutron importance of 1.

4 0 2 u=l imp:n=l

Cells 1-4, all belonging to universe 1, are now complete and will be used to fill

lattice elements.

Lattice Cell Surfaces

In this section we define a unit cell in the x-y plane for the lattice. Looking back at

the problem description we see that the surface separation between cylinders is 10 cm

The four planes listed in Figure 5-4 are defined so that there is 5 cm between the edge

of the stainless steel container and each plane. Add these lines to the surface card
section.

C Beginning of Lattice Surfaces
8 px 17.79

9 px -17.79
I0 py 17.79
II py -17.79

Figure 5--4. Example 5 lattice cell surface cards.

Lattice Cell Card

When defining a square lattice, MCNP requires that at least 4 sides be specified

Opposite sides mustbe identical and parallel. Two sides can be omitted, resulting in az_

infinite lattice in that dimension. A cell is defined to be a lattice with the 1 at keyword

that is entered in the params section of the cell card.

lat = 1 square lattice

Cell 5 is the lattice cell and will be filled with the cells belonging to universe 1.

Cell 5 is given a material number of 0 because the materials have been defined in cells I-
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4. Cell 5 is all space with a negative sense with respect to (wrt) surface 8, a positive sense

wrt surface 9, a negative sense wrt surface 10, and a positive sense wrt surface 11. We

have defined a unit slab, infinite in z, that is duplicated in the x and y directions by the
1a t card. The order of these surfaces on the cell card is important. It determines in

which spatial directions the lattice indices increase and decrease. Each lattice element has

a unique location identifier. The first index increases beyond the first surface listed and

decreases beyond the second surface listed, etc., as shown in Figure 5-5. Therefore,

surfaces parallel to each other must be listed as pairs. Surface 8 is parallel to surface 9.

Surface 10 is parallel to surface 11. The element [0, 0, 0] is the one defined on the cell
card.

3rd Surface listed
Znd index increases

[0,1,O]
I _ II

2nd Surface listed -_- -_ [o,o,o1 _'- _' 1st Surface listed
1st index decreases 1st index increases

[-1, O, O] 111 [1, O, O]

II II _ I

4th Surface listed

2nd index decreases

[0,-1, O]

Figure 5--5. How lattice indices are determined.

Surface 8 is opposite surface 9, and surface 10 is opposite surface 11. We define the cell

as a square lattice, lat:=l, and fill the cell with universe 1, f£11=1. This specification

creates an infinite lattice in only the x and y direction. The lattice cell itself is infinite in

the + z direction. This infinite lattice is designated as universe 2. A neutron importance

of I completes the cell.

5 0 -8 9-I0 II lat=l fiÂl-I u=2 imp:n=l
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The last step for this problem is to take universe 2, cell 5, and put it in a window

to limit it to a 3x2 finite array. We need to define six more surfaces for the problem.

Recall an important fact about filled cells and filling universes discussed in Chapter 4.

Surface Constraints for Truncating a Lattice

The surfaces of a filled cell and of the filling universe cannot be coincident. If they

are, a fatal error will result because they are in different universes. For a lattice, it is

suggested that you make the surfaces of the tnmcating cell slightly smaller than the

array. For example, if a lattice cell has a boundary of pz = 20.00 cm, then the window

plane could be defined at pz = 19.99 an. The difference is small enough that it will not

affect the problem geometry.

Because cell 5 defines an infinite array we can choose a window cell that will

enclose any six of the lattice cells. Figure 5-6 shows the surfaces chosen for the window

ceil. A px plane at 88.95 an is at the right edge of the third lattice cell from the origin. A

px plane slightly to the left, px = 88.949 cm, is defined so we include that third unit cell
but is not coincident with the lattice ceil plane at 88.95 an (17.79 cm + 2*35.58 cm). The

other three planes are defined in the same manner.

C Window Surfaces

3 pz -I.0
4 pz 102.7

12 px 88.949
13 px -17.789
14 py 53.369
15 py -17.789

Figure 5-6. Example 5 window surface cards.

Surfaces 3 and 4, the top and bottom of the problem, limit the z-extent so the array

height is 103.7 cm.
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We can now define cell 6. The material number is zero because the materials

have already been defined in cells 1-4. The cell is then bound in the positive sense of

surface 13, the negative sense of surface 12, the positive sense of surface 15, the

negative sense of surface 14, the positive sense of surface 3, and the negative sense of

surface 4. The cell, or window, is filled with universe 2. Remember, universe 2 is the

infinite array defined by cell 5. Cell 6 data is completed by entering a neutron

importance of 1.

6 0 13-12 15-14 3-4 fill=2 imp:n=l

Cell 7 defines the "rest of the world", a union of space outside cell 6.It has a

material number of 0 and a neutron importance of O, so that escaping particles are

terminated.

7 0 -13:12:-15:14:-3:4 imp:n=O

or

7 0 #6 imp:n=O

5.3.B Mat,_rials

Materialcardsshouldbe enteredasdescribedinpreviouschaptersusingthe

informationprovidedintheproblem description.Becausethepluto_um isina

solution,lightwaterS(a,_)cross-sectionsshouldbe used formaterial1.Your material

cardsshouldbe similartothoseinFigure5-7.

C Material cards
ml I001 6.0070-2 8016 3.6540-2 7014 2.3699-3

94239 2.7682-4 94240 1.2214-5 942418.3390-7
94242 4.5800-8

mtl lwtr
m2 26000 6.3310-2 24000 1.6540-2 28000 6.5100-3

Figures-7. Example Smaterialcards.

Note that the code will run faster if the major components of the material are listed

first. The "e" notation (e-2) used in previous examples is optional and has been omitted

here.
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S.3.C MCNP Criticality Controls

The kcode specification remains the same from the previous example, but there

are changes in the ksrc card. For this example we have placed an initial source point in

each solution cylinder to ensure sampling during the settling cycles. Figure 5--8 shows

the control cards for this example.

C Control Cards

kcode i000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 0 0 19.62 35.58 0 19.62 71.16 0 19.62
0 35.58 19.62 35.58 35.58 19.62 71.16 35.58 19.62

Figure 5-.8. Example 5 control cards.

5.3.D Example S Case 1 MCNP Input File

The input for this example is complete. The input file should resemble the

following. Do not forget the blank line delimiters. Comments following a $ have been
used on the cell cards.

Example5, Hexahedral Lattices.
C Cell Cards

1 1 9.9270e-2 -I 5 -6 u=l imp:n=l SPu Sol.

2 0 -I 6 -7 u=l imp:n=l $void

3 2 8.6360e-2 .-2 #I #2 u=l Imp:n=l $SS

4 0 2 u=l Imp:n=l $void
5 0 -8 9 -I0 ii lat=l fill=l u=2 Imp:n=l $1attice

6 0 13 --12 15 -14 3 -4 fill=2 imp:n=l Swindow

7 0 -13:12:-15:14:-3:4 imp:n=0 $outside

C Solution Cylinder
1 cz 12.49
2 cz 12.79

5 pz 0.0

6 pz 39.24

7 pz i01.7

C Beginning of lattice surfaces

8 px 17.79

9 px -17.79

I0 py 17.79

ii py -17.79
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C Beginning of window surfaces
3 pz -I.0

4 pz 102.7

12 px 88. 949

13 px -17. 789

14 py 53. 369

15 py -17.789

C Control Cards

kcode i000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 0 0 19.62 35.58 0 19.62 71.16 0 19.62

0 35.58 19.62 35.58 35.58 19.62 71.16 35.58 19.62

C Material cards

ml I001 6. 0070-2 8016 3. 6540-2 7014 2. 3699-3

94239 2. 7682-4 94240 1.2214-5 94241 8. 3390-7

94242 4. 5800-8

mtl lwtr

m2 26000 6. 3310-2 24000 1.6540-2 28000 6. 5100-3

S.3.E Output

Before transporting particles, be sure to run the plotter to check for geometry

errors. The plotter indicates geometry errors by dotted lines. It will only show errors
for the plane you are looking at so be sure to look at the problem in the x, y, and z

planes. The default plotter view may not show the entire plot. Change the origin of the
plot to:

or 0 0 20

This will give the following plot:

_ A
r

as ab
w v

z

L._ ,_ y
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After changing the view to py=0.0 the plot will look as follows:

3 12

Z

.

j _ m

' X

A view of the pz plane at 10 cm will look as follows:

OOO
u,

Y

000
&B, i X

The final combined k_ estimator for this problem on a SPARC I at the

University of New Mexico was 1.0031 with an estimated standard deviation of 0.0027.
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5.4 CASE II: CHANGING MATERIALS IN SELECTED ELEMENTS

The case I lattice problem was filled with six identical items. The f i 11

specification was a single number that specified the universe that filled every element of

the lattice. This example illustrates the expanded form of the f i 11 card. Case I is

modified by filling two of the containers with graphite.

Filling Lattice Elements Individually

The fi 11 specification can be followed by entries that define the lattice range

and fill the lattice elements individually. Each lattice element has a unique location
identifier. The indices of each lattice element are determined relative to the [0,0, 0]

element defined by the surfaces on the lattice cell card. These indices can be positive or

negative integers or zero.

Three pairs of declarators that define the range of the three lattice indices for the

x, y and z directions are followed by the universe numbers themselves. The range

upper and lower bounds must be explicitly stated, separated by a colorL The range
must include all elements that appear in the cell that the lattice fills. For one range pair,

-5:5 or 0:10 defines a range of 11 elements, and 0:0 defines I element.
Recall that the order of the surfaces on the cell card identifies the ordering of the

lattice elements. In this document, the first surface listed is the px plane with the largest

x value, the second is the px plane with the smallest x value, the third is the py plane

with the largest y value, and the fourth is the py plane with the smallest y value. The
elements are incremented as follows: do all x for the first y, first z; do all x for the

second y, first z; do all x for all y, first z; do all x for the first y, second z; do all x for

second y, second z, etc. A void lattice cell I card with the fi 11 card completely specified

might look like

1 0 surface numbers u=l lat=l fit1=-1:0 0:1 0:0 3 4 5 6

Four ele_ defined- [-1, 0, 01, [0, O,0], [-1,1, 01,[0, 1, 01- and they are filled with

different uni__ 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
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Figure 5-9 sho_. s the indices of the lattice elements of our problem. In this
example, we want the solution cylinders in lattice elements [2, 0, 0] and [1, 1, 0] to be
filled with material 3. The other four lattice elements will contain material 1, as before.

Cell 5 is the lattice cell and therefore locates the [0, 0, 0] element of the lattice. Only the

elements that appear in cell 6 filled by the lattice should be included in the range.

Because 8 is the first surface number on the cell 5 card, the x r:mge index

increases beyond (to the right of) surface 8. Because 9 is the second surface number on

the cell 5 card, the x index decreases beyond (to the left of) surface 9. Cell 6 encloses

three elements in the plus x direction and zero elements in the minus x direction, so the

first range declarator is 0:2.

Because 10 is the third surface number on the cell 5 card, the y range index

increases beyond (above) surface 10. Because surface 11 is the fourth surface listed on

the cell 5 card, the y range index decreases beyond (below) surface 11. Cell 6 encloses

two elements in the plus y direction and zero elements in the minus y direction, so the

second range declarator is 0:1. The lattice is infinite in the z direction, so there is only

one element in the z direction, indicated by a range declarator of 0:0. Recall that this

infinite lattice is truncated by cell 6.

u= 1 u= 3 u= 1

0 0 ()
[0, 1, O] [1, 1, O] [2, 1, O] YI

u=l u=l u=3 I

0 () 0 '........
[0, O, O] [1, O, O] [2, O, O]

,,,,

Figure 5-9. Lattice indicesand universesfor CaseIT.

Following the range declarators are the universe values themselves that fill each
element of the declared lattice. Cell 6 encloses six elements, so we enter six universe

numbers. Elements [0, O,O]and [1, O,O]are filled by universe 1, element [2, O,O]is

filled by universe 3, element [0, 1, O]is filled by universe 1, element [1, 1, O]is filled by

universe 3, and element [2,1, O]is filled by universe 1.
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The complete lattice cell 5 card for Case II is:

5 0 -8 9 -I0 II lat=l u=2 fill=O:2 0:I 0:0 1 1 3 1 3 1 imp:n=l

Now we must define the cells belonging to universe 3. Cells 1-4 belong to universe 1.

The geometry for universe 3 is identical to that of universe 1. Only the material in cell 1

is different. The four cells belonging to universe 3, shown below, can be added to the
cell card section after cells 1-4.

ii like 1 but mat=3 rho=-l.60 u-3 imp:n=l

12 like 2 but u=3 imp:n=l

13 like 3 but u=3 , imp:n=l

14 like 4 but u=3 imp:n=l

We have said that cell 11 has material 3, graphite. This material is new, so an m3 card

must be added to the data card section. The S((z, J3)thermal neutron treatment for

graphite has been included.

m3 6012 1

mr3 grph

5.5 CASE III: A LAI[TICE WITH ONE EMPTY ELEMENT.

A modification to Case II is to make element [0, 0, 0] contain no cylinder at all. If
a universe number on the f i 11 card is the same as the universe of the lattice cell itself,

that element is filled with the material specified on the lattice cell card. The material in

cell 5 is zero- a void. Cell 5 belongs to universe 2. The following cell card causes

element [0, 0, 0] to be void as shown in Figure 5-10.

5 0 -8 9-I0 Ii lat=l u=2 fill=O:2 0:I 0:0 2 1 3 1 3 1 imp:n=l
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Figure 5-10. Plot of 3x2 array with empty element.

S.6 CASE IV: CHANGING SIZE OF CELLS FILLING A LATTICE.

In Case IV we want to change the radius of the solution cylinder in elements [1,

0, 0] and [2, 1, 0]. In Case I, the inner radius of the cylinder is 12.49 cm (surface 1), and

the outer radius is 12.79 cm (surface 2). In Case IV, the inner cylinder radius is 5 cm, and

the outer radius is 5.5 cm. The cell 5 card is similar to case II.

5 0 -8 9 -i0 ii lat=l u=2 fill=O:2 0:i 0:0 1 3 1 1 1 3 imp"

The four cells belonging to universe 3 are defined differently. Two new surfaces will [,,

used and need to be added to the surface card section:

21 cz 5

22 cz 5.5

Because the geometrical dimensions have changed, we cannot take advantage of the

like m but construct.The descriptionofcells21-24areverysimilartocells1-4,

however.Add thesecellcardstothecaseIinputfileaftercells1-4.

21 3 -1.60 -21.5 -6 u=3 £mp:n=l
22 0 -21 6-7 u=3 imp:n=l
23 2 8.6360e-2 -22 #21 #22 u-3 imp:n=l
24 0 22 u=3 imp:n=l
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The material in cell 21 is graphite as in case HI with a density of 1.60 g/cc. An ra3 and an

mt3 card need to be added to the data card section.

m3 6012 1

mt3 grph

If you plot this input file with the following command:

pz 0 or 35 20 1 ex 55

you see that the radial size of two cylinders is smaller.

!a

C)&
Y

& o C) I;' X

5.7 SUMMARY

This chapter introduced the use of lattices with MCNP by modeling a 3x2 squaw

array of solution cylinders. We modeled this system by first defining a single solution

cylinder. Next, a cell was created and defined to be a lattice with the 1 al: keyword.

Finally, a 3x2 array was created by filling an appropriately sized box with the infinite

lattice. Three other cases were presented to show how lattices can be set up to provide

for elements that do not contain the same materials, or are not the same size, or lattice

elements that are empty. After completing this chapter you should be able to model

most 2-dimensional square lattice problems.

Three-dimensional lattices are discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Hexagonal (Triangular) Lattices

This chapter continues discussion of the lattice keyword (1a t) by modeling a

triangular pitch array.

6.1 WHAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DO

• Create general planes to define a hexagonal lattice element.

• Use the lat keyword to create a hexagonal (triangular pitch) lattice.

• Understand hexagonal lattice indexing.

6.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Case I is a hexagonal array of seven open U(93.2)O2F2 solution cylinders (LA-

10860 page 125). The uranium-fluoride solution is contained in seven aluminum

cylinders with a 7.60 cm surface separation between cylinders. There is 20 cm of water

reflection below and radially about the cylinders. There is no water above the

aluminum containers. The data for this problem is:

Uranium-Fluoride Solution

N235= 1.3784e-3 Solution height = 23.40 cm

N238---9.9300e-5

NHydrogm=6.1063e-2

No,,ygen= 3.3487e-2

Nnuorine= 2.9554e-3

NTotal= 9.89K3e-2

Aluminum Containers

p = 2.70 g/cc 7 cylinders in equilateral hexagonal

(triangular) lattice

Surface separation = 7.60 cm
Tank i.d. = 15.20 cm

Tank wall thickness = 0.15 cm
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I"ankbottom thickness - 1.0 cm

Inside height = 40.0 cm
Pitch = 23.1 cm

6.3 EXAMPLE 6 CASE I SETUP

6.3.A Geometry

Figure 6--1 shows the geometry setup for this example.

15.20 cm
ill

"1, _ _

J,

-- ii40.00 cm . . 2,

W__:;, : . Y __

Figure 6-1. Case I geometry.

The method of modeling a hexagonal array is similar to the modeling of a

hexahedral array. Three steps are involved in modeling the cylindrical container. Then a

hexagonal shaped lattice cell is created for the infinite array and filled by the cylindrical

container. Finally, we create a cell (window) that limits the array size to 7 elements as

specified in the problem description.
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CylindricalContainerSurfaces

As inchapter5,we beginthisproblemby definingthesurfacesforthesolution,

voidregionabove thesolution,thealuminum container,and thewateroutsidethe

container.We want tomodel an open aluminum containerthatholdstheuranium-

fluoridesolution.Definethesurfacesforthesolutionand compare yourswith thoseof

Figure 6.-.2.

C Solution Cylinder Surface Cards
1 cz 7.60 $ outer radius of the solution
2 cz 7.75 $ outer radius of container

4 pz 23.4 $ top of solution
5 pz 0.0 $ bottom ef solution

Figure 6-2. Case I solution cylinder surface cards.

Cylindrical Container Cells

The title card for this problem is:

Example6, Hexagonal Lattices.

The solution,thevoidre,on above thesolution,thealuminum container,and the

wateroutsidethecontaineraredefinedaspartofthesame universe.Thatuniversewill

thenbe used tofilleverylatticecellforthehexagonalarray.Thisgeometryisshown in

Figure6--3.CellI istheuranium fluoridesolutionand isassignedmaterial1.Material

densityisinputinatoms/b-cm asgivenintheproblem description.Surfaces1,4,and 5

withtheappropriatesensecreatea cylindricallyshaped solution.CellI isthen

designatedaspartofuniverse1.The neutronimportanceissetto1.

1 1 9.8983e-2 -i 5-4 u=l imp:n=l

The voidregionabove thesolutionisdefinedascell2 and isassigneda material

number of0.SurfacesIand 4 areusedtocreatethevoidcylinder.We definethiscellso

thatthevoidextendstoinfinityabove thesolution.Cell2 alsobelongstouniverse1

and isgivena neutronimportanceof1.

2 0 -i 4 u=l imp:n=l

Next we definethealuminum containerforthesolution,cell3.We designatethe

aluminum asmaterial2.Once againthematerialdensityisenteredLnatoms/b-cm as
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given in the problem description. The aluminum is defined as being inside of surface 2,

not in cell 1, _ not in cell 2. Cell 3 is also part of universe 1 and is assigned a neutron

importance of 1, creating an infinitely tall cylinder of aluminum except for the solution

and void region. An alternative cell 3 description that allows faster tracking is also
shown.

3 2 -2.7 -2 #I #2 u=l imp:n=l

or

3 2 -2.7 -2 (1:-5) u=l imp:n=l

Cell 4, the region of water outside the solution cylinder, is the final cell belonging

to universe 1. This cell is defined as all space with a positive sense wrt surface 2, in

universe 1, with a neutron importance of 1.

4 3 -i.0 2 u=l imp: n=l

Cells 1-4, all belonging to universe 1, are complete and are shown in Figure 6-3.

This universe will be used to fill a hexagonal lattice cell.

VOID

(_ (_ Water
----4---

1

Solution - --_
O

i • .
,J

2

4.--- Aluminum

®

Figure 6-3. Universe 1 geometry (Cells numbers are circled).
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Lattice Cell Surfaces

In this section we define the unit cell in the >_-yplane for the hexagonallattice.

Opposite sides of the six-sided lattice cell must be equal in length and parallel. The
dimension of concern that determines the six surfaces of the lattice cell is the pitch of the

solution containers. The following "prescription" can be used to calculate the general

planes for any hexagonal lattice formed from equilateral triangles.

The pitch for this example is calculated by adding the outer diameter of the aluminum

container and the surface separation.

pitch = outer diameter + surface separation
= 15.50 cm + 7.60 cm

= 23.10 cm

I
I

(0, r) 0

N_ (r cos 30r sin 30) II

I

pitclh,,=P ...._, i
30.G I I

[o,0,0] |11 8 I

10_ 9 _/

r cos 30* = p/2 r = (p/2)/(_/3/2) = p/_/3

Figure 6-4. Diagram of [0, 0, 0] element.
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Using Figure 6-4 we can define the six surfaces for the lattice element [0, 0, 0]. Surface

numbers for these planes have been selected and need to be added to the surface card

section. Surfaces 7, 9, 10, and 12 are general planes. Surfaces 8 and 11 are simple planes

normal to the x-axis. {Refer to Chapter 3, Table 3.1, of the MCNP manual if you do not

recall the equation of a general plane.}

Surface 7 passes through the points (0, r) and (r cos 30°, r sin 30°). The z point can have

any value, so we need an equation of the form: y=mx+b. The slope m is given by:

m = (r- r sin30°)) _- (r - 0.5r) = .__Q2L.__ ._L_
(0- r cos 30°) (0- 0.5r _') -0.5r _" (3"

The y-axis intercept, b, is found by choosing a point, in this case (0, r).

r = --L* O+b or b=r

Therefore the equation for surface 7 is:

1

y=-_x+r

MCNP wants this equation entered as Ax + By + Cz = D, where A = -m and D = r,

so _L_x + ly + Oz = r whererhasalreadybeendefinedas -P-

Therefore the coefficients of the equation for surface 7 are:

A--'II_ B-1 C-O D-pl'f3

or

A=I B=_f3 C=0 D=p
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The pitch, p, has already been defined as 23.10, so the surface 7 general plane is entered
as"

7 p 1 1.73205 0 23.1

Surface 8 passes through the x-axis at p/2. Therefore surface 8 is defined as:

8 px 11.55

Surface 9 is defined similarly to surface 7. This plane passes through the points (0, -r)
and (r cos 30°, -r sin 30°). As with surface 7, the z-point can have any value, so we need

an equation of the form y = mx + b.

m = (-r- (-r sin30°)) = (-r + 0.Sr) = ..-0.5r = ___L
(0 - r cos 30 °) (0- 0.5r _3") -0.5r _3 _"

-r=-l-*0+b or b=-r

The resulting MCNP format of the equation is:

. _1_.x + 1y + 0z = -rVg
or

-x + V3y =-p
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The surface 9 general plane is entered as:

9 p -1 1.73205 0 -23.1

Follow the same logic for surface 10 to get the following equation of the plane.

-l-x+ ly +0z =-r

or

x + _'y =-p

The MCNP input would then appear as:

10 p 1 1.73205 0 -23.1

Surface 11 is a plane that passes through the x-axis at -p/2.

11 px -11.55

The final surface for the lattice cell is a plane that passes through the point (0, r) and

(-r cos 30°, r sin 30°). Follow the same procedure as with surfaces 7, 9, and 10 to get the

needed equation.

12 p -1 1.73205 0 23.1

_., Planes in an Equilateral Hexagonal Lattice

The _tlon for planar surfaces of an equilateral hexagonal lattice in the x-y

plane was d_ed to be

x + V3"y=-p

Recalling that the slope is the coefficient of the x term, the sign of x and p will alternate,

depending on the quadrant, as shown in Figure 6-5.
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• j

\ C b/
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Figure 6-5. Sign of x and p by quadrant.

Thus, the equations and card specifications for surfaces a, b, c, and d are:

a: x + V'3"y= p 1 -_" 0 p
i'

b: -x+ "/3"y=-p -1 4_ o -V

a: -x+ _y =p -1 _ o p

The px surf/i_e and f,aregivenby:

e: x'P-- p/2
2

f: X =- P- -p/2
2
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Returning to our problem, Figure 6-6 shows the coefficients of the equations for the

hexagonal lattice cell for this problem. Once the pitch has been determined, the
calculated values are used to describe the six surfaces.

C Surfaces 7-12 are the array lattice cell

7 p 1 1.73205 0 23.1
8 px 11.55
9 p -i 1.73205 0 -23.1

I0 p 1 1.73205 0 -23.1
Ii px -11.55
12 p -I 1.73205 0 23.1

Figure6-.6. Example61atticecellsur_cecards.

Defining the Lattice Cell

The six planes previously created will define the six-sided lattice cell, called cell 5.

The material number for cell 5 is 0 because the cell is filled by universe 1. The surfaces

can be listed on the card in the following manner:

-8 11 -7 10-12 9

/'_ 712/ \
./

I I

111 (_ 18
I I
I I

j

10\ /%/ 9

The first two surfaces listed must be opposite each other. That is, surface 8 is opposite

surface 11.
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Ordering of Hexagonal Prism Lattice Elements

Recall'f_m Chapter 5 that the order of the surfaces on the cell card with a 1a t

keyword i__es the ordering of the lattice elements. For the hexagonal prism lattice

cell, the inde_g is shown below for element [0, 0, 0].

5thsurface list_ 3rd surface listed
1stdecreases 2ndincreases 2nd index increases
bl, I, O] [0,1, O]

r
2nd surface listed I I 1stsurface listed

Ist index decreases _ ,I - [0, O,O] _ 1st index increases
[-1,o,o] I I [1,o,o]

I I

4_ surface listed 6thsurface listed
2ndindex decreases 1stincreases 2nd decreases
[0,-1, O] [1,-1, O]

On theoppositesideofthefirstsurfacelistediselement[1,O,0],oppositethesecond

surfacelistedis[-I,O,0],oppositethethirdis[0,I,0],then[0,-I,0],[-1,1,0],and

[1,-1,O]oppositethefourth,fifth,andsixthsurfaces,respectively.Ifthelatticewere

finiteinthez-direction,oppositetheseventhsurfaceiselement[0,O,1]and oppositethe

eighthis[0,O,'i].

Kno__ theelementsareindexedisessentialwhen afullyspecifiedf£££

cardis_'-"_ lattiCeelements.Inallcases,itdetermineshow thelatticeisdesigned.
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After the cell 5 surfaces are listed, we define the cell as a hexagonal lattice

(lat=2). Cell 5 is filled with universe 1 and belongs to universe 2. A neutron

importance of 1 completes the infinite hexagonal lattice cell 5 description.

5 0 -8 ii -7 I0-12 9 fat=2 fill=l u=2 imp:n=l

The third step is to place a cell (or window) around the cell 5 infinite hexagonal

lattice to limit it to a seven-element array. We define two planes for the top and bottom

of the solution cylinders and define a cylinder that has a radius such that only 7 lattice

elements can be contained within. Remember, you cannot define the window planes ,_t

the same location as the lattice cell planes because they are in different universes. Figure

6-7 shows the surfaces chosen for this example.

C Window Surfaces

3 pz 40.0 $ top of aluminum cylinder
6 pz -I.0 $ bottom of aluminum container
13 cz 32.0 $ cylinder for array window

Figure 6--7. Example 6 window surface cards.

We will call the window cell 6. The material number is zero because the cell is

filled by the lattice, universe 2. The cell is bound in the negative sense of surface 13, th,.

positive sense of surface 6, and the negative sense of surface 3. Cell 6 is filled with

universe 2 and has a neutron importance of 1. The infinite lattice is now limited to a

system of seven solution cylinders in a hexagonal configuration.

6 0 -13 6-3 fill=2 imp:n=l

Intheproblem descriptionthereisinfinitewaterreflectionexceptabove the

solutioncylinders.A thicknessof20cm ofwateradequatelymodels infinitereflectors

forneutrons.Two surfacesneed tobe added tothesurfacecardsectionasshown in

Figure6--8.The cylinderis20 cm beyond surface13,and theplaneis20cm below

surface6.
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C reflector surfaces

14 cz 52 $ outer radius of reflector

15 pz -21 $ bottom edge of reflector

Figure 6-8. Example 6 water reflector surfaces.

Thewaterreflectorisdefinedascell7.Itisassignedmaterialnumber3,waterwitha

densityofIg/cc.Cell7isallspacethatisaunionofthepositivesensewrtsurface13

and thenegativesensewrtsurface6,intersectedwithallspacethatisnegativewrt

surface3,positivewrtsurface15,and negativewrtsurface14.A neutronimportanceof

Icompletesthecell.

7 3 -I.0 (13:-6) -3 15-14 imp'n=l

Thefinalcellisthe"restoftheworld".Cell8isgivenamaterialnumberof0.The

neutronimportanceforthiscellis0.

8 0 14 :3 :- 15 imp: n-O

6.3.BMaterials

Materialcardsareconstructedandenteredasdescribedpreviously,usingthe

informationprovidedintheproblemdescription.Yourmaterialcardsshouldresemble

thoseinFigure6-9.MaterialsIand 3shouldusetheS(o.,_)thermalneutrontreatment

forhydrogeninlightwater.

C Material cards

ml I001 6.1063-2 8016 3.3487-2 9019 2.9554-3

92235 1.3784-3 92238 9.9300-5

mtl lwtr

m2 13027 1.0

m3 I001 2 8016 1

mt3 lwtr

Figure6-9.CaseImaterialcards.
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6.3.C MCNP Criticality Controls

The kcode specification is the same as in example 5. On the ksrc card, again we

will put a criticality source point in each solution cylinder. Figure 6--10 shows the control

cards for this example.

C Criticality Control Cards
kcode I000 1.0 15 i15

ksrc 0 0 11.7 -23.1 0 11.7 23.1 0 11.7

-11.55 20.0 11.7 -11.55 -20.0 11.7

11.55 20.0 11.7 11.55 -20.0 11.7

Figure 6-10. Case I control cards.

For large problems with fissile material at many locations, MCNP has other

methods of defining the initial starting source points. Whether the problem is tightly or

loosely coupled may also affect your choice of method of initial source description. It is

much more important to put at least one ksrc fission source point in each fissile region

for a loosely coupled problem. {Further discussion can be found in the MCNP manual. }

6.3.D Example 6 Case I MCNP Input File

The input for Case I is complete. The input file should resemble the following. Do

not forget the blank line delimiters.

Example6, Hexagonal Lattices.
C Cell Cards

1 1 9.8983e-2 -I 5 -4 u=l imp:n=l

2 0 -I 4 u=l imp:n=l

3 2 -2.7 -2 #I #2 u=l imp:n=l

4 3 -i.0 2 u=l imp:n=l

5 0 -8 II -7 I0 -12 9 fat=2 fill=l u=2 imp:n=l

6 0 -13 6 -3 fill=2 imp:n=l

7 3 -I.0 (13:-6) -3 15 -14 imp:n=l
8 0 14:3:-15 imp:n=0

C Solution Cylinder Surface Cards
1 cz 7.60 $ outer radius of the solution

2 cz 7.75 $ outer radius of container

4 pz 23.4 $ top of solution

5 pz 0.0 $ bottom of solution
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C Surfaces -7-12 are for the array lattice cell

7 p 1 1.73205 0 23.1

8 px Ii. 55

9 p -I 1.73205 0 -23.1

I0 p 1 1.73205 0 -23.1

ii px-11.55

12 p -I 1.73205 0 23.1
C Window Surfaces

3 pz 40.0 $ top of aluminum cylinder

6 pz -I.0 $ bottom of aluminum container

13 cz 32.00 $ cylinder for array window
C Reflector Surfaces

14 cz 52.00 $ outer radius of reflector

15 pz -21.00 $ bottom edge of reflector

C Criticality Control Cards
kcode I000 1.0 15 115

ksrc 0 0 11.7 -23.1 0 11.7 23.1 0 11.7

-11.55 20 11.7 -11.55 -20 11.7

11.55 20 11.7 11.55 -20 11.7

ml i001 6.1063-2 8016 3.3487-2 9019 2.9554-3

92235 1.3784-3 92238 9.9300-5

mtl lwtr

m2 13027 1.0

m3 I001 2 8016 1

mr3 lwtr
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6.4 PLOT OF GEOMETRY

Before transporting particles be sure to run the plotter to check for errors in the

geometry. The default px=0 view will give you a message stating:

"can't yet plot parallel to axis of hexagonal prism lattice."

"no plot because it would have been empty."

The only view you can currently get is the cross-sectional view in the z-plane so enter:

pz i0

You will get the following plot displayed.

Y

L__x
The final combined kaf estimator for this problem on a SPARC 1 at the

University of New Mexico was 1.0016 with an estimated standard deviation of 0.0032.
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6.5 CASE II: EXPANDED FILL CARD IN TRIANGULAR LATTICE

The Case I problem was filled with seven identical items. As in Chapter 5, the

f i 11 specification was a single number. In Case II, element [0, -1, 0] has a material

different than the other six elements. The expanded form of the f i i I card is used.

-2, O,0 -1, O,0 1, O,0 2, O,0

-2, -1, 0 -1, -1,0 0,-1, 0 1,-1,0 2,-1,0

y index
increases

A

2, - 2, 0 ,1, -2, 0 0, -Z, 0 1, -Z, 0 2, -2, 0 1 x index
/ increase_

Figure6--11.The 25elementsspecifiedon theexpanded f£I1 card.

Figure6-11shows therangeofthelatticeand theindividualelementindices.The

range of each index is the minimum and maximum of the lattice elements that are

whollyorpartiallyincludedinthe"window" cell.The solidlineoutlinestheseven

elementsofinterest.The shaded regionsinsidethecircleshow theportionsoftheother

sixelementsenclosedby the"window" cell.When usingtheexplicitform ofthef±£l

card,atminimum, everyelementenclosedby thefilledcellmust be includedinthe

rangespecification.The indexnumbers inanoutlinedfontinFigure6--11show the

lowerand upper rangevalues.
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The cell card for lattice cell 5 follows.

5 0 -8 Ii -7 i0 -12 9 lat=2 u=2 fili=-2:2 -2:2 0.0

2 2 2 I 2 $ x=-2 to x=2; y=-2
2 1 3 1 1 $ " "', y=-i
2 1 1 I.2 $ " "', y=O
i 1 1 1 2 $ " "; y=l

2 1 2 2 2 imp:n=l $ " "', y=2

In this problem the x range is -2 to 2 (5 elements in x), the y range is -2 to 2 (5

elements in y), and the z range is 0 to 0 (1 element in z). Twenty-five universe numbers,

one for each element, must be entered. Recall the order of index incrementing: first z,

first y, all x; first z, second y, all x, etc. Some of the elements are clearly not involved in

the area of interest, [-2, -2, 0] for example. Those elements can be filled wit/_, the

universe number of the lattice cell itself, in this case universe 2, making Elose el,xnents

void. A small part of element [1, -2, 0] is included in the "window", so it should be filled

by universe 1.

The material in element [0, -1, 0] is changed from the uranium-fluoride solution

to graphite. The universe number for the [0, -1, 0] element is 3. The following cells need
to be added to the cell card section after surface 4 for universe 3.

9 like 1 but mat=4 rho=-l.60 u=3 imp:n=l

I0 like 2 but u=3 imp:n-i

ii like 3 but u=3 imp:n=l

12 like 4 but u=3 imp:n=l

Also, add graphite to the materials using the following:

m4 6012 1

mt4 grph

Using Figure 6-11 and the 25 entries on the f i 11 card, identify which element is filled

by what universe on your own. Notice that the f i 11 array has 5 rows and 5 columns.

Each line corresponds to a horizontal row in Figure 6-11. In a large problem, this

practice helps keep track of the entries in the large array.
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The importanceofalllatticeelementsissetto1.Recallthatno particleseverwill

be trackedinsome oftheelements.When a partideinelement[1,0,0]cros,_sthe

cylindricalsurface,itwillentercell6 and be trackedatthatlevel.

6.6 NONEQUILATERAL TRIANGULAR LA'ITICE

It is possible to describe a lattice that is not equilateral. Using the Case I input,

change the following surface cards:

OLD NEW

1 cz 7.6 1 cz 4.6

2 cz 7.75 2 cz 4.75

8 px 11.55 8 px 5.55

Ii px -ii.55 ii px -5.55

The followingplotwillbedisplayedusingtheplotcommand: O-f_ _

This section is not intended to make you an expert on describing nonequilateral

hexagonal lattices. We just want to illustrate that MCNP can model many lattice shapes.

The only requirements are that opposite sides must be identical and parallel and that

the lattice must fill all space exactly.
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6.7 SUMMARY

This chapter continued discussion of the lattice option in MCNP from the

previous chapter by introducing a hexagonal array problem. The method used was

very similar to that of the hexahedral array. We have shown the basics of using the i a t

keyword. {Please refer to the MCNP manual for a more detailed description of the use

of lattices with MCNP.} How to model a three-dimensional hexahedral lattice is

discussed in Chapter 7.

i
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Chapter 7

3-Dimensional Square Lattices

This chapter builds on the example from Chapter 5 to create a three-dimensional

square lattice of solution cylinders. Much of the example remains unchanged. If you do

not understand the input in this example, refer to Chapter 5 for a more detailed

description of this problem. The 3-dimensional hexagonal lattice is constructed in a

similar manner, so no examples are presented in this document.

7.1 WHAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DO

* Create a 3-D hexahedral (square) lattice.
• Fill the lattice elements with various materials.

• Create a universe 0 lattice.

7.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This example is the hexahedral array of six plutonium nitrate solution cylinders

(LA-10860, page 125) from Chapter 5. It is modified to create a second layer of six

elements for a total of 12 solution cylinders. Recall that the data for this problem is:

Plutonium Nitrate Solution

N239 -- 2.7682e-4 Solution height = 39.24 cm

N240 = 1.2214e-5

N241 = 8.3390e-7

N242 = 4.5800e-8

NHydrosm = 6.0070e-2

Noxyg_ - 3.6540e-2

NNitrosm = 2.3699e-3

NTotal = 9.9270e-2
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Stainless Steel Container_

Nlron = 6.3310e-2 3x2x2 Hexahedral (square) lattice

NChromium = 1.6540e-2 All surface separations = 10.0 cm

NNickei = 6.5100e-3 Tank i.d. = 24.98 cm

NTotal = 8.6360e-2 Tank wall thickness = 0.30 cm

Tank top and bottom thickness = 1.0 cm

Inside height = 101.7 cm
Tank Pitch = 35.58 cm

7.3 EXAMPLE 7 CASE I SETUP

7.3.A Solution Cylinder

In Chapter 5 cells 1-4 define the solution cylinder (see Figure 5-3). For this

example cells I and 2 are not changed. Cells 3 and 4 will be modified. Cell 3 is the

stainless steel container. In Chapter 5, the stainless steel was infinite in the z direction.

Because we now want a 10 cm vertical spacing between the cylinders, a plane must be

added to limit the cylinder top thickness. We will still use the lattice window cell to

define the bottom thickness so cell 3 can remain infinite in -z. Cell 3 is now all space with

a negative sense wrt surface 2, with a negative sense wrt surface 4, not in cell 1, and not
in cell 2.

Because of the change to cell 3, the description of cell 4 has to be changed also.

Cell 4, the void region between the cylinders, is now defined as all space with a positive

sense wrt surface 2 unioned with all space having a positive sense wrt surface 4. Cells 1-

4 belong to universe 1. Figure 7-1 shows the descriptions of cells 1-4, while Figure 7-2

shows the surface cards used in cells 1-4. Figure 7-3 shows the geometry created by cell

cards 1-4.

Example7 3-D Hexahedral lattice.
C Cell Cards
1 1 9.9270e-2 -i 5 -6 u=l imp:n=l
2 0 -I 6 -7 u=l imp:n=l
3 2 8.6360e-2 -2 -4 #I #2 u=l imp:n=l

4 0 2:4 u=l imp:n=l

Figure 7-1. Cell cards 1-4 with title card.
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C Solution Cylinder Surface Cards

1 cz 12.49 $ Inner cylinder

2 cz 12.79 $ Outer SS cylinder

4 pz 102.7 $ Top of SS tank

5 pz 0.0 $ Bottom of solution

6 pz 39.24 $ Top of solution

7 pz 101.7 $ Top of void above soln.

Figure 7-2. Surface cards for cells 1-4.

2

VOID

@ ®

l

Solution
®

Z

Stainless Steel l "_ X

® --

Figure 7-3. Geometry created by cell cards 1-4.

7.3.B Square Lattice Cell

In Chapter 5, the lattice cell was infinite in only the x and y directions. We will

now change the lattice cell 5 description so it is finite in the x, y, and z directions by

adding pz surfaces 16 and 3 to the cell description. The geometry defined by cell 5 is

shown in Figure 7--4.
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J Lattice Celli_,_

6

I

Solution
< Stainless Steel

5 Z
3

lI _x
I

Figure7--4.Geometry defined by lattice cell.

BecausethelatticeisRiledwitha universe,placingsurface3 atpz= -1.0effectively

makesthestainlesssteelcontainerbottomIcm thick.Surface16atpz = 112.7cm

provides10an ofverticalspacingbetweenthetwolayersofcylinders.When cell5is

definedtobeasquarelattice(lat=l),aninfinitenumber ofsquarelatticecellsarecreated

inallthreedimensions.Cell5stillbelongstouniverse2.The latticecell5descriptionis
shown below.

5 0 -8 9 -I0 ii -16 3 lat=l fill=l u=2 imp:n=l

Add the following two lines to the surface card section"

3 pz -i .0

16 pz 112.7
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7.3.C Lattice Window

Next, a window cell needs to be defined, cell 6, that will limit the infinite lattice to

12 solution cylinders in a 3x2x2 configuration. On the cell 6 card, surfaces 3 and 4 are

deleted and surfaces 17 and 18 are added, making two layers of solution cylinders.

Surface 18 is just inside (above) the cylinder bottom, and surface 17 is just below surface

16. These surfaces limit the infinite lattice in the z direction. Notice that we have

effectively made the cylinder bottom 0.999 cm thick instead of 1.0 cm for the row of

cylinders adjacent to the bottom window surface. As you determine the surface values

of your window cell, consider whether omitting part of your geometry will make a

difference in the overall calculation. Cell 6 still is filled by universe 2. The description of

cell 6 follows.

6 0 13-12 15-14 18-17 fill=2 imp:n=l

Add the following two lines to the surface card section:

17 pz 102.69

18 pz -114.699

7.3.D "Rest of the World"

The final cell for this problem, cell 7, defines the "rest of the world". Cell 7 is

given a material number of 0 and a neutron importance of 0.

7 0 -13:12:-15:14:-18:17 imp'n=O

7.4 MATERIALS

The material cards for this problem do not require any change from example 5

and can be copied directly as shown in Figure 7-5.

C Material cards
ml I001 6.0070-2 8016 3.6540-2 7014 2.3699-3

94239 2.7682-4 94240 1.2214-5 94241 8.3390-7
94242 4.5800-8

mtl lwtr
m2 26000 6.3310-2 24000 1.6540-2 28000 6.5100-3

Figure 7-5. Example 7 material cards.
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MCNP CRITICALITY CONTROLS

The kcode specification remains the same from the previous example. Six source

are added on the ksrc card to those defined in example 5, so each solution

cylinder has a source point. Figure 7--6 shows the control cards for this example.

C Control Cards

kcode i000 I.C 15 115
ksrc 0 0 19.62 35.58 0 19.62 71.16 0 19.62

0 35.58 19.62 35.58 35.58 19.62 71.16 35.58 19.62

C These source points are placed in the added cylinders
0 0 -94.08 35.58 0 -94.08 71.16 0 -94.08

0 35.58 -94.08 35.58 35.58 -94.08 71.16 35.58 -94.08

Figure 7-6. Example 7 control cards.

EXAMPLE 7 MCNP INPUT FILE

The input requirements for this example are complete. The input file should

resemble the following.

Example7 3-D Hexahedral lattice.
C Cell Cards

1 1 9. 9270e-2 -i 5 -6 u=l imp :n=l

2 0 -i 6 -7 u=l amp :n=l

3 2 8.6360e-2 -2 -4 #I #2 u=l amp:n=l

4 0 2 :4 u=l amp:n=l

5 0 -8 9-I0 ii -16 3 lat=l u=2 fill=l imp:n=l

6 0 13-12 15-14 18-17 fill=2 amp:n=l

7 0 -13:12:-15:14:-18:17 imp:n =0

C Solution Cylinder Surface Cards

1 cz 12.49 $ Inner cylinder

2 cz 12.79 $ Outer SS cylinder

4 pz 102.7 $ Top of SS tank

5 pz 0.0 $ Bottom of solution

6 pz 39.24 $ Top of solution

7 pz 101.7 $ Top of void above soln.
C Beginning of Lattice Surfaces

8 px 17.79

9 px -17.79

I0 py 17.79

ii py -17.79
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C Window S_rfaces

3 pz -i .0

12 px 88. 949
13 px -17.789

14 py 53.369
15 py -17.789

16 pz 112.7 $ Top of lattice cell
C Surfaces 17 and 18 bound the lattice in the z direction

17 pz 102.69

18 pz -114.699

C Control Cards

kcode i000 1.0 15 i15

ksrc 0 0 19.62 35.58 0 19.62 71.16 0 19.62
0 35.58 19.62 35.58 35.58 19.62 71.16 35.58 19.62

C These source points are placed in the added cylinders
0 0 -94.08 35.58 0 -94.08 71.16 0 -94.08

0 35.58 -94.08 35.58 35.58 -94.08 71.16 35.58 -94.08

C Material cards

ml i001 $. 0070-2 8016 3. 6540-2 7014 2. 3699-3

94239 2.7682-4 94240 1.2214-5 94241 8.3390-7

94242 4. 5800-8

mtl lwtr

m2 26000 6.3310-2 24000 1.6540-2 28000 6. 5100-3

7.7 OUTPUT

The final combined k,_ estimator for this problem on a St'ARC 1 at the

University of New Mexico was 1.0097'with an estimated standard deviation of 0.0027.
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7.8 PLOT OF GEOMETRY

Before transporting particles, run the plotter to check for geometry errors in the

cell descriptions. The default plot extent will show only part of the geometry. Change
the extent to bring the entire geometry into view:

ex 150

The plot should appear as follows'.

4

Z

,- y

7.9 CASE II: CHANGING MATERIALS IN SELECTED ELEMENTS

Now we want to change the material in one of the cylinders in this system.

Recalling what we learned in Chapter 5, each lattice element has a unique lattice location

identifier. The [0, 0, 0] element is the one described on the lattice cell card. The indices

increase and decrease according to the order of the surfaces entered on the lattice cell
card. The first index increases in the +x direction, and the second index increases in the

+y direction as in Chapter 5. The fifth surface listed is th, pz plane with the largest z

value, and the sixth is the pz plane with the smallest z value, so the third index increases

in +z direction. The range of the indices for cell 6 are 0:2, 0:1, and -1:0. The elements are
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incremented as follows: do all x for the first y, first z; do all x for the second y, first z; do

all x for for all y, first z; do all x for the first y, second z; do all x for second y, second z,

etc. With this in mind, we replace the fissile solution in element (1, 1, -1) with water.

A water-filled cylinder will be defined and belong to universe 3. The geometry

for universe 3 is identical to universe 1. Only the material in cell 1 is different. The four

cells belonging to universe 3, shown below, can be added to the cell cards section of

example 7 after cells 1-4.

ii like 1 but mat=3 rho=-I.0 u=3 imp:n=I
12 like 2 but u=3 imp:n=l
13 like 3 but u=3 imp:n=l
14 like 4 but u=3 imp:n =I

The completelatticecell5 cardisnow:

5 0 -8 9 -I0 Ii -16 3 lat=l u=2 fill=O:2 0:I -i:0 ! 1 1 I 3 1 !

1 1 1 1 1 1

imp:n=l

Cell11 isdefinedwithmaterial3,soanm3 card,water,must be added tothedatacard

section.Becausewe areusingwater,S(0_[3)cross-sectiondataforhydrogen inwaterart.

used.The new materialcardsare:

m3 i001 2 8016 1

mt3 lwtr

Allelementsexceptone arefilledwithuniverse1,whilethe[1,1,-1]elementisfilled

with universe 3. An alternative way of writing cell 5 is:

5 0 -8 9 -10 ii -16 3 lat=l u=2 imp:n=l fill=O:2 0:I -I:0

1 1 ! i 3 1 1 5r

where 5r repeatsthepreviousuniversevalue5 more times.

The finalcombined k_estimatorforthisproblem on a SPARC I atthe

UniversityofNew Mexico was 0.9979withan estimatedstandarddeviationof0.0035.
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Universe 0 lattice

This section discusses a quick method of setting up a problem that consists only

_'are lattice, one that is not bounded by any limiting window cell. This approach is

different from what has been previously described. The lattice cell itself has no universe

designation; therefore, it belongs to universe 0. As always, the lattice is infinite but the

elements of interest are selected by the range on a fill card. The advantages and

disadvantages of this approach are discussed at the end of this section.

The Chapter 7 Case I example can be described with the cell and surface cards

below. Notice particularly that lattice cell 5 has no universe designation and that

the expanded version of the fill card to select just those lattice elements desired.

has been made finite in the z direction by the addition of surfaces 3 and 16. Cells 6

and surfaces 12-15 have been deleted because they are not needed.

Example7 level 0 lattice.
C Cell Cards

1 1 9.9270e-2 -I 5 -6 u=l imp:n=l

2 0 -i 6 -7 u=l imp:n=l

3 2 8.6360e-2 -2 -4 #I #2 u=l imp:n=l

4 0 2:4 u=l imp:n=l

5 0 -8 9 -i0 II -16 3 lat=l imp:n=l fill=0:2 0:I -I:0
Iii IIi

iii Iii

C Surface Cards

1 cz 12.49

2 cz 12.79

3 pz -i

4 pz 102.7

5 pz 0.0

6 pz 39.24

7 pz 101.7

8 px 17.79

9 px -17.79

I0 py 17.79

ii py -17.79

16 pz 112.7
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If a cell is not designated as belonging to a particular universe, it is part of universe

0 by default. In this example, lattice cell 5 represents an element in an infinite lattice.

The fill range limits the infinite extent of the lattice by defining the elements that

actually exist. In tracking, when a particle crosses from an element that exists into one

that does not exist, it is terminated. Figures 7-7 and 7-8 show two views plotted using

the input file above. The unfilled lattice elements do not exist in the problem. Particles

that enter an undefined element are assumed to have escaped the geometry and are

terminated.

pz=O or= 35 20 i0 ex=75

,,, _

Figure 7-7. Top view of universe 0 lattice.
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px= 0 ex=150 or= 0 0 40

Figure 7--8. Side view of universe 0 lattice.

A zero entry in *ha flU array has a special meaning for a universe 0 lattice. It means

that the lattice element does not exist and makes it possible to describe a rectangular

array with missing elements. The following description of cell 5 produces the model

shown below in Figure 7-9.

5 0 -8 9 -i0 Ii -16 3 imp:n=l lat=l fill=O:2 0:i -I-0

I 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 0
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pz 0 or 35 20 i0 ex I00

Y

i ,,

,, X

Figure 7-9. Top view of universe 0 lattice with empty element.

A source in a universe 0 lattice has some constraints. At present, the ksrc card

can have only source points in the [0, O,O]element in a universe 0 lattice. In this

problem, the following ksrc card puts a starting source point at the center of the

[0, O,O]element:

ksrc 0 0 20.62
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Source points can be put into multiple elements rather simply with the repeated

structure format of the sde f card. The following cards illustrate that method.

sdef cel=dl pos=O 0 20.62

sil 1 5(0 0 -i):I 5(1 0 -i):I .........

spl 1 ..........

The sdef keyword cel=dl says that the source cells are given by a distribution,

where dl points to the sil card. The keyword pos defines the xyz location of the

source point. The s i 1 card describes the path from the lattice cell (5) and each

individual lattice element (0 0 - 1) to the cell that contains the source point (1). The 1

on the s i 1 card indicates that discrete values will follow. Because element 5 (2 1 0 )

does not exist, it is not included in the list on the s i 1 card. The sp 1 card provides the

probabilities of choosing a particular cell. In this case, the probabilities are equal. {To

understand the cards above, see the MCNP manual, Chapter 3, Section D.}

The final combined keffestimator for this problem on a SPARC I at the

University of New Mexico was 0.9857 with an estimated standard deviation of 0.0033

CAUTION: Be aware that if an element does not exist, a particle cannot travel througt_

that element to reach another element that does exist. Particles that leave element

[2, 0, 0] cannot enter [1, 1, 0] because [2, 1, 0] does not exist. If you intend that [2, 1, _]

not have a solution cylinder but you want particles to be able to travel through the

element to reach another, change the material in the cells that fill that element to be 0. ,_

void, using the techniques described previously.

One limitationof.thismodeling method isthatno geometry canexistoutsidethe

latticeelements.Becauselatticeelementsthatarenotdefineddo notexist,and because

particlesarekilledwhen theyexitelementsthataredefined,no geometry canbe

describedotherthantheuniverse0 lattice.Forexample,a concretewallcannotbe

describednexttothesixsolutioncylindersintheexample.The latticeitself,filledwith

theappropriatecells,must be theonlygeometry intheproblem.
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The advantages of modeling a universe 0 lattice are that no "window" cell is required to

limit the extent of the infinite lattice and fewer cells and surfaces are needed. Complete

lattic_ element blocks are perhaps more intuitive. The disadvantage is that the

applicability is limited by the fact that no geometry can be defined outside the lattice.

Currently, when plotting, an infinite lattice appears, but only elements that exist contain

other cells and surface/cell labels.

1

If you want to run a problem that consists of an infinite universe 0 lattice, there are

two ways to do it. The first is to change the cell 5 card in the example in this chapter so

that every lattice element is filled with universe 1, shown below.

5 0 -8 9 -I0 ii -16 3 imp:n=l lat=l fill=l

The second method is to describe a geometry that is equivalent to 6ne lattice element

but that cell is not defined to be a lattice cell. The surfaces of this cell can be specified to

be either reflecting surfaces or periodic surfaces. {See the MCNP manual for

information about reflecting and periodic boundaries.}

7.11 SUMMARY

This chapter modified the example from Chapter 5 and made the lattice

3-dimensional by defining a lattice cell that was finite in the x, y, and z directions. We

showed how to specify each element of a 3-dimensional hexahedral lattice and

' discussed a universe 0 lattice. {Please refer to the MCNP manual for a more detailed

description of the use of lattices with MCNP.}
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Primer Summary

This document was designed to help a nuclear criticality safety analyst

understand and use the MCNP Monte Carlo code. It began with a simple criticality

problem, the Qulckstart chapter, that introduced the basic concepts of using MCNP. The

chapters that followed expanded on the ideas presented in the Quickstart chapter by

presenting a varying range of problems from simple cylinders to 3-dimensional lattices.

Although this p_mer was written to stand alone, it is recommended that it be used in

conjunction with the MCNP 4A manual. Many of the concepts discussed in the primer

are described in greater detail in the MCNP manual.

After ¢'ompleting this primer, a criticality analyst should be capable of handling a

majority of the, situations that will arise in the field of nuclear criticality safety. The input

files provided in the document can be modified by the analyst to fit a particular

problem as required.

The primer provides the necessary information to create and run criticality

problems; it does not attempt to teach the theory of neutron interaction. MCNP is only

capable of analyzing the problem specified and will not know whether or not the

problem was described correctly or if the proper materials were input. We remind you

that a single calculation of keff and its associated confidence interval with MCNP or any

other code is meaningless without an understanding of the context of the problem, the

quality of the solution, and a reasonable idea of what the result should be.
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APPENDIX A

Monte Carlo Techniques

I. INTRODUCTION

Monte Carlo methods are used in nuclear applications such as shielding,

radiation transport, and neutron physics analysis. Monte Carlo refers to a statistical

method wherein the expected characteristics of particles (e.g. particle flux) are estimated

by sampling a large number of individual particle histories whose trajectories are

simulated by a digital computer. In some cases, there are equations that adequately

describe the behavior of such systems and that can be solved either analytically or

numerically. Why then, if this is the case, would anyone want to use Monte Carlo

techniques? The basic advantage of Monte Carlo techniques over the deterministic

techniques (e.g., numerical solution of the Boltzmann transport equation) is that Monte

Carlo more accurately represents the geometry and nuclear data than do deterministic

techniques.Deterministicmethodsrequirereasonablysimplegeometriesforthe

numericaltechniquestowork andusemultigroupgroupapproximationstocontinuous

energyneutroncrosssectiondata.MonteCarlotechniquescanhandlecomplex

geometriesandcontinuouscrosssectiondata,aswellasthesimplegeometriesand

multigroupdata.

Inmany cases,thegeometryofasystemismore complexthana cylinderora

stackofcubes;itoftenincludesbothcylindricaland planarsurfaces.Forthesesituations,

MonteCarloisabettertechniqueasitstatisticallyevaluatesthesystemwithfew

approximationsratherthantryingforanumericalapproximationtotheanalytic

description.ThedisadvantagesofMonteCarloarethatitisstatisticalinnatureanddoes

notprovideanexactsolutiontotheproblem.Allresultsrepresentestimateswith

associateduncertainties.Also,MonteCarlotechniquescanbequitetimeconsumingon

acomputerifverysmalluncertaintiesarerequired.The relationshipbetweenMonte

Carloanddeterministictechniquescanbestbesummarizedas:deterministictechniques

provideanexactsolutiontoan approximationoftheproblemwhileMonteCarlo

techniquesprovideanapproximatesolutiontoan exactrepresentationoftheproblem.
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II. MONTE CARLO APPROACH

When a neutron traverses a material, it interacts with the constituent atoms of

that material. It gets scattered or absorbed depending on the process cross sections of

the material. These processes occur statistically in nature with the probability of

occurrence determined by a cross section. No one can predict exactly how far one

particle will travel in a material before interacting; however, one can predict the

distribution of flight distances that a large number of those particles will have prior to

the first interaction. Using "random" numbers, the computer can generate a statistical

history for the life of each particle (a random walk analysis). That is, an individual

particle may experience many scattering interactions before finally being absorbed or

leaking from the system. Random numbers (a set of numbers which have no pattern

and are sampled uniformly between zero and one) are used at each interaction to

determine which process (absorption, fission, elastic scattering, etc.) occurs, how much

energy is lost, what is the new direction of the particle (for scattering), or how many

neutrons are created in a fission event. The life of a particle begins at birth, either from

an external neutron source or from a fission event, and ends with absorption or with a

scattering event that moves the neutron outside the assembly. The events that occur

during a particle's life are tabulated and become the history of that particle. Because a

single particle is usually not representative of the total system, a number of histories
must be evaluated to accurately describe what occurs.
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11I.CRITICALITY CAlCUlaTIONS

In criticality applications, the effective multiplication factor of an assembly is of

primary interest. In these calculations, a group of neutron histories is often referred to

as a ke_ cycle (or neutron generation as defined in reactor theory) with the

multiplication factor of the assembly given by the ratio of the number of neutrons

generated at the end of the keffcycle (i.e., those created in fission events in this cycle) to
the number of neutrons whose histories are evaluated in this cycle (i.e.,

the number at the start of the generation). The expected value of the multiplication

factor is then estimated by averaging over the events in the k_ cyde. In the same way,

the expected value of the leakage probability or the fraction of events leading to

capture can also be obtained.
The relative error in the estimate of the effect.re multiplication factor will usually

decrease as the number of keffcycles increases. Thus, numerous cycles are necessary to

arrive at a good estimate of kerr.In addition, the first few cycles are inaccurate because

the spatial neutron source has not converged. Because the distribution of source
(fission) neutrons in a system is dependent on the eigenvalue of the system and on its

geometry, it takes a number of inactive cycles for the Monte Carlo spatial neutron
distribution to approach the converged distribution. For this reason, the first few cycles

(the third number on the kcode card) are ignored in the final estimate of k_. The

estimates of kefffrom the remaining cycles are averaged to obtain a mean value for the

effective multiplication factor.

For example, let's say we evaluated G generations and discarded the first D of

them. (It is recommended that G - D > 100 to observe any trends in the calculations.)

Then the estimated effective multiplication factor of the system is given by:

G

k= ,Zk,
(G- D) -o+I

where kbar is the estimated system multiplication factor and ki is the multiplication

factor determined from the ith cycle. The repeatability of the estimate (i.e., if the same
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calculation is performe-i with different random numbers, how much different will the
estimate of k be?) is determined from the estimated standard deviation of the mean, crk

The standard deviation of the mean is calculated using the standard deviation, o, of the
distribution of k-values.

I °1 Z(kl _kbar)2 ...--or= G -

o"
Ok=

For a valid Monte Carlo calculation, the range kbar-crkto kbar+o_ should include the

precise k_ result about 68% of the time. The final result of the Monte Carlo calculation

would be reported as: kbar :1:ok for a nominal 68%confidence interval, kbar :t:2o_ for
95% and kbar :!:2.603,for a 99% confidence interval for large N. These percentages refer

to the fraction of the time the precise value of kbar is included in a confidence interval.

MCNP has three different estimators for keff: collision, absorption, and track

length between collisions. A statistically combined average is used as the final keff.{See

Chapter 2 of the MCNP manual for a detailed discussion of the different estimators.}
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c.Iftl_teractionisfission,useVb.rtodeterminehow many neutronsare

crea_ thisfissioneventandtabulatethetotalnumbe_ ofnew neutrons

crea_+this k_ cycle.Also store the location of the fiss_dn event with

eac_+o'_tl_ new neutrons so that they can be started at _iocation in the next

cycle(thisreplacesstepIinall futurek_ cycles). "

- - • " + _ • , + • ,t +'" +.. %,'+

7. _'a"__set of __es has been completed (enou_ :_;+_de reasonable
statistics)';__te k_ b_'dtViding the number of new neu_ ¢!r_atedin this cycle by
the

_ ,-+ate statistics.
.a.+','_......• ,+ +, +o

.... : /_/++

+_" + 3- ..

The following is a listing of common terms used in Monte C_rlo techniques.

I.Monte Carlo-A numericalanalysistechniquethatusesrandom samplingtoestirn,_te

thesolutionofaphysicalormathematicalproblem.

2.Random Numbers - An infinitesetofnumbersthatareuniformlydistributedfrom

0toIand areindependent.We actuallyusepseudorandomnumbers,adeterministic

reproduciblesequenceofrandom numbersgeneratedby acomputerthatsatisfy
statisticaltestsforrandomness.

3.MonteCarloWeight-The numberofphysicalparticlesW thataMonteCarloparticle

represents.

4.Random Walk- The random selectionofeventsforaparticlehistory.

5. History- The complete random walk of a Monte Carlo particle from its birth in the

source to its death, including all progeny.
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6. Monte Carlo Track - A branch, or subset, of a history that can be obtained by

physical events (for example, fissions) or by variance reduction techniques (for

example, geometry splitting)

7. Score- Contribution from a track to a tally.

8. History Score - Sum of all scores from one source particle's tracks.

9. Tally - Used interchangeably with score. Also, the quantity we want to estimate

(average score), obtained by summing all scores from all histories.

10. Relative Error- The standard deviation of the mean of a tally divided by the mean.

The error refers to the precision of the tally, not to its accuracy.

11. Importance- the expected score per unit weight of a track at phase-space point.

12.FluxDensity-Theproductofparticledensityandparticlespeed.The fluxdensityis

oftenreferredtosimplyasfluxandismathematicallyandphysicallyequivalenttothe

sum ofthelengthsofallMonteCarlotracksperunitvolumeperunittime.Fluxdensity

is in units of particles/cruZ/shake.

13. Fluence- Integral of flux over time. If the MCNP source is in units of particles, the

flux tallies are really fluence tallies. If the MCNP source is in units of particles per unit

time, the flux tallies are truly fluxes. Fluence has units of particles/era2.

14. Current- The number of particles crossing a surface in a given time interval and in a

given direction interval.
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APPENDIX B

Calculating Atom Densities

Most Monte Carlo codes (and indeed, most neutronics codes) require that the
user enter values to describe the atom densities of the materials involved in the

analysis. The problem facing the user is that many times the data supplied are in the

form of weight percent, volume percent, solution density, density of individual

constituents, etc. These data are not always directly compatible with the input

requirements of the code. This appendix is designed to cover the majority of cases for

atom density calculations with a multitude of different input spedfications.

I. Single material, given: mass density,

Forexample,calculatetheatom densityofuranium-238(U-238)foranominal

massdensityof19.1g/cc.

The basic equation for atom density is: n = _ (B-l)A

where: n= atom density (atoms/cc)

p = density of material (g/cc)

Na = Avogadro's number = 0.6022"1024

A = atomic weight of isotope (g/mole)

For this example,

p= 19.1_g No =0.6022 *1024atoms A = 238.05 gramscm3 mole mole

n = 4.832 *102_atoms
cm 3
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The atom density of U-238 in the example is 4.832"1022atoms per cc. These units are

sufficient for some codes, but others may require the entry to be in atoms per barn-cm

because the cross sections are generally given in barns. Remembering that a barn is 10-

24 cm2, then you can multiply the result by this value to arrive at an atom density of U-

238 of 4.832"10-2atoms per barn-cm. However, rather than going through this step for

each calculation, Avogadro's number is often expressed as 0.6022 atoms-cm2 per mole-

barn. This representation of Avogadro's number incorporates the proper units and

directly gives values of atom density in atoms per barn-cm.

ll.a. Two materials, given: weight fractions and mixture density.

When there is a mixture of materials with a known density and individual weight

fractions, the atom density equation becomes:

Ni = Pro.* wfi *,N_ (B-2)A

re: Ni =atom densityofithmaterial.
pmix= massdensityofmixture.

wfi= weightfractionofithmaterial.

Ai= atomicweightofithmaterial.

For example, calculate the atom densities of U-235 and U-238 in 3 weight percent

enriched uranium1, U(3). The density of the uranium is 18.9 g/cc.

om2 an218.9.-L .<0.03>• .<0.97>.0.6022.
Nu235 _ o_t3/ mol.b ._ ,_ era3/ moi.b2= N u238 "-

235.04.-L 238.05.-L
tool tool

N u235 = 0.0014527 "_ N u238 = 0.0463774 .atomsb.on b.on

1 Note the weightpercentof U-235 inuraniumcompoundsis usuallyput in parenthesesafter the symbol
for uranium,e.g. U(5) wouldindicate5 weightpercent U-235.
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The atom fractions are then:

Atom fraction U-235 = (1.45E- 3) - 0.0303
(1.45E- 3)+ (4.64E- 2)

Atom fraction U-238 = (4.64E- 2) = 0.9697
(1.45E- 3)+ (4.64E- 2)

As the atomic weights of the two isotopes are within a percent of each other,
there is little difference between the weight fractions and the atom fractions. However,

as will be demonstrated with boron, this small difference is not always true. Note that

although the example was done with only two materials, as long as the mixture density

and individual weight fractions are given, the technique applies to as many materials as

required.

ll.b. Two materials, given: weight fractions and individual material densities.

If the individual densities and weight fractions are known, then the mixture

density is determinedfrom:

__.t= ...... (S-3)
P_ Pl p2 Pi

In the previous example, assume the density of U-235 is 18.6 g/cc and U-238 is

18.9 g/cc, then....

1 0.03 0.97
"-- =--"-- +-'--" P.e, = 18-89_
Pu 18.6 18.9 cm 3

After obtaining the mixture density, the atom densities are calculated using

equation B-2 as above.
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III. Two materials given: atom fractions and atom mixture density.

Although weight fractions are generally used for enrichments, atom fractions are

given in publications such as the Chart of the Nuclides or the CRC Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics. To use atom fractions, an average atomic weight must be
determined.

X=af,*&+af_°_+.......+af,*A. (B4)

!

The average atomic weight is used in the calculation of the mixture atom density.

N,_. = P"_. Nf (B-5)

Then the individualconstituentatomdensitiesare calculated:

_v,=af,•tv._, (B-6)

For example, natural boron has a density of 2.4 g/cc with an atom fraction of
0.199 B-10 and 0.801 B-11.

A"=0.199"I0.01+0.801*I1.01= 10.81g_
mole

_B-__s) *(0.6022 atom- cm_
Nu = Na, = (2.34g (:m mole - b )

10.81g B,,,
mole

= 1.304* 10-I atomss.
b-cm
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Now because _,'e know what fraction of the Bnatatoms are B-IOatoms, we can

calculate the atom density of B-IOin natural Boron.

atoms atom__loNs_to =0.199 atomD-l°* 1.304* 10-I ..... ", = 2.59 * 10-5-.
atoms, b - cm b - cm

Similarly for B-I1

Nn__o= 0.801 atom'-ll * 1.304* 10-l atoms" = 1.045*10-l at°ms-_l
atoms, b - cm b - cm

Note that Nsl0 + NBll = NBrmt, which it should.

IV. Calculating weight fractions, atom fractions, and average atomic weight when one
set of fractions is known.

In the previous section, equation B-4 showed how to calculate average average atomic

weight when atom fractions are known. If, however, weight fractions are given, then a

different equation is used to calculate average atomic weight.

Further, you can calculate the atom fractionsfrom the weight fractions and the

average atomic weight as:

m

=wf,*A (s-8)
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Or, if you have the atom fractions, calculate the weight fraction as:

wf , = af , * a___ (B-9)A

For example, continue with natural boron and calculate the weight fractions.

wfalo =0.199"------=10"010.184
10.81

11.01
wfntt = 0.801 * = 0.81610.81

As indicated earlier there is a significant difference between weight and atom
fractions for B-10 and B-11 in natural boron.

V.a. Molecules, given: chemical structure and mass density.

Determination of atom densities for constituents of a molecule is similar to the

calculation when the atom fractions are known. In this case, the atom fractions are

usually greater than 1 and represent the number of atoms of a particular type in the
molecule.

For example, determine the atom densities of hydrogen and oxygen in water

with a density of 1.0 g/cc.

Nn, o = (l.Og / cm3)(O.6022atom-cm 2 I mole-b) = 3.34 * 10-2 moleculesni°
18g I mole b- cm

In water, there are 2 atoms of H and 1 atom of O for every molecule of water.

N n = 2 * Nn, o = 6.68 * 10 -2 at°trts_! NO= 1* Nu, o = 3.34 * 10 -2 at°ms°b-cm b-cm
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V.b. Molecules with mixtures of isotopes.

In the example above, it was assumed that all hydrogen was H-1 and all oxygen

was O-16. However, for many materials encountered in criticality safety, the isotopic

content is very important (e.g. boron and uranium).

For example, determine the atom densities of B-10, B-11, and C in Boron Carbide

(B4C)assuming the boron is natural boron and the mixture density is 2.54 g/cc.

The molecular weight of B4C can be found in a reference or can be calculated

using equation B-4.

Am,c= 4molesB,_, I0.81g+ Imo!ef,12.00g. As,c= 55.24g/mole
moles,c mole_h,_ mol%,c molec

(2.54g/cc)(.6022molecules-cm21mole-b)
Nn,c=

55.24g/mole

Na,c = 2.77 * 10-2m°leculess'cb-cm

There are 4 atoms of gnatper molecule of B4C.

Nm" =4"Nm'c=1"108"10-1 b-cm

From the earlier example, (or from the Chart of the Nuclides) the atom fractions

of B-10 and B-11 in natural boron are 0.199 and 0.801, respectively.

dtomS _o

N_o =aft° * Nm. =0.199"1.108'10 "l =2.205"10 -2 b-cm

afoms s.

Ns,= aft,*Ns." =0.801*1.108*I0-i= 8.875*10-2b-cm
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These are the atom densities of B-10 and B-11 in B4C. Now, we need to calculate the

atom density of carbon in B4C.

N c = 1* Ns, c = 2.77 * 10-2at°_cb -cot

For materials where the atom fractions are known, determination of the

individual atom densities is straight forward. However, for those cases where the

weight fractions are known, then the atom fractions are first calculated from equation

B-8 and then used to determine atom densities, as above.

Note: in mixtures, it is important to know whether the weight or atom fractions

are relative to the entire mixture or just to some constit,=ent part of the

mixture. In the example above, the atom fractions for B-10 and B-11 were

relative to the natural boron and not to the B4C. As another example, in

U(20)O2, the 0.20 weight fraction of U-235 is relative to the uranium, not

to the UO2, so it can only be applied to the uranium.

Example: U(20)O2 with a density of 10.5 g-UO2 per cc.

First determine the average atomic weight of UO2 with 20 weight percent

U-235. Start by calculating the average atomic weight of U.

. 0.20 0.80 --1 237 44 gU(20)
A'u= t235.04 + = ---238.051 • cm 3

_4vo' = 237.44 + 2 * 16 = 269. 44 g U02cm 3

Now determine the atom density of U02.

(lO.5guo_ / cc)(.6022molecules- cm 2 / mole - b)Nuo' =
269.44g / mole

= 2.35 * 10-2 m°leculesv°_
b - cm
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There is I atom of U and 2 atoms of O for each molecule of UO2.

NO= 2 * Nvo' = 4.70 *10-2at°ms°'b-cm

NU= 1* Nuo' = 2.35 * 10-2at°msub-cm

But 20 weight percent of the uranium atoms are U-235 and 80 weight percent are

U-238. Use the weight fractions to calculate uranium atom fractions from equation B-8.

afu_ss= wfu23s* "A =0.20"237.44
A_,'--_ 235.04-0.202

m

af v23,= wf v:3,* A_ =0.80 * 237....____= 0.798
A_31 238.05

Then calculate the atom densities.

Nu235 = fU235* Nu = 0.202 * 2.35 * 10-2 = 4.75 *10-3af°msv235-
b - cm

Nu23s= fu23a* Nv = 0.798 * 2.35 * 10 -2 = 1.875* 10 -5 at°msv23s
b - cm

VI. Solution Systems.

Because solution systems have a number of parameters (solution density,

molality, normality, single constituent density, H/U ratio, H/Pu ratio, H/X ratio) that
can be used to characterize them, calculation of atom densities in solution is usually

more complex than for solids. If the solution density is given, then the atom densities

are calculated using the technique given in Section V.a. (where water is used as the

example).
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Vl.a. H/X ratio, fissile component density, and with chemical formula.

The H/X ratio (ratio of hydrogen atoms to fissile atoms) is often used in

criticality studies to indicate amount of moderation in the system. When the fissile mass

density is provided along with H/X, all of the atom densities can be determined.

For example, using the example from Chapter 3 of the Primer, we have

U(4.89)O2F2in solution with water; H/X = 524 and the U-235 density is 0.0425

gU235/cc.

First calculate the fissile atom density.

Nu23s=/u23s * Nu23s= (0.0425gU235/cc)(0.6022atoms-cm 2/ mole-b)
235.04_g

mole

Nw35= fu23s* Nu23s= 1.0889" 10-4 atomsu23s
b - ¢m

We know the weight fractions of U-235 and U-238, but we want the atom

fractions. To get these values we need to use equation B-7 to calculate the average

atomic weight of the (U-235,U-238) mixture.

wfu235 -- 0.0489 Wfu23 s = 0.9511

.0.0489 0.951 l._t gU(4.89)
A =t ---- ---235.04 +"2_.1)51 = 237.90 cm 3

Use equation B-8 to calculate the atom fractions.

_.__ 237.90 atomsu_af23s = Wf2ss , A = 0.0489 * = O.0495
A_35 235.04 atoms.

m

af 23g ._ wf 23$ , A .._ 0.9511 * 237.90 = 0.9505 atomsu_I
A,z38 238.05 atomsu
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The uraniumatomdensityisdeterminedby dividingtheU-235atomdensityby
theU-235atomfraction.

Nu = NaIL= 1.0889*10-4atonuu2_ /b-cm = 2.1998*10-3at°msu
af 23s 0.0495 at°mSu2_ b - cm

atomsu

Nu_n = afz_s* Nv =0.9505 at°-_---°--°--°--°_£_*2.1998 * 10"3at°mau = 2.09(O* 10-3at°msv23s
atomsv b - cm b - cm

Now calculatethe02 andF2densitiesfromtheuraniumatom density.

No = 2 * Nu = 4.3996 * 10-3atoms° (in U02F2)b-cm

Nr = 2 * NU= 4.3996 * 10-3a_n_eb-cm

With UO2F2 solutions, there is a substantial amount of water for which the atom

densities of H and O can be determined from the H/X ratio.

Nn= HI X*Nu23s =524'1.0889"10 -4-5.7058"10 -2_
b - cm

No = NM, latom._......._o= 2.8529* 10-5atomso (in H20)
2atomstt b - cm

The total atom density for oxygen is the sum of its atom density in UO2F2 and its

atom density in H20.

No = 2.8529 * 10-2a-t°ms° + 4.3996 * 10"3atomso_= 3.2929* 10.2 at°msob-cm b-cm b-cm
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The final values, in atoms/b-cm, that were used in Chapter 3 are:
I

N235 _" 1.0889"10 .4

N238 = 2.0909"10"3

NH = 5.7058"10"2

No = 3.2929"10-2

NF = 4.3996"10-3

Ntota!. 9.6586"10.2
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APPENDIX C i

Specifications & Atom Densities
Of Selected Materials

R. D. O'DeU

Criticality Safety Group

Los Alamos National Laboratory

April 1994

The followingmaterialcompositions,specifications,and atomdensitieshavebeen

compiledby theaboveauthorfromvarioussources.They areprovidedforthe

convenienceofusersofcomputercodesfornuclearanalysis.No warrantyismade nor

isanylegalliabilityorresponsibilityassumedfortheaccuracy,completeness,or

usefulnessofthefollowinginformation.Referencetoanyspecificcommercialproduct

by tradename orregisteredtrademarkdoesnotnecessarilyconstituteorimplyits
endorsement.

Atomic weights used in the foUowing were takenfrom "Nuclides and Isotopes, Fourteenth

Edition," General Electric Company, San Jose, California.

Atom densitiesaregiveninunitsofatoms/barn-cm.
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31SCO® modified NS-4 with 4.S% Boron

Los Alamos National Laboratory Analysis

Density = 1.119g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.4771 0,02677

N 0.0356 0.00171

H 0.0787 0.05262

S/ 0.0018 0.00004

Na 0.0494 0.00145

B(nat) 0,0455 0.00284
O 0.3119 0.01314

BORON CARBIDE (Natural Boron}: B4C

Density = 2.51 g/cc
A= 55.2570

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

natB 0.7826 0.10941

C 0.2174 0.027359
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CELOTEX®(Lignocellulosic Fiberboard)*

Normal density = 16 + 2 lb/ft3
Celotex ~ C6H1005 (cellulose)

A = 162.143

Atom Densities as Function of Celotex Density

Density (8/cc) Density (Ib/fO) C H O

0.31 19.34 6.908-3 1.1514-2 5.757-3

0.30 18.71 6.685-3 1.1142-2 5.571-3

0.29 18.09 6.463-3 1.0771-2 5.385-3

0.2886 18.0 6.431-3 1.0719-2 5.359-3

0.28 17.46 6.240-3 1.0400-2 5.200-3

0.27 16.84 6.017-3 1.0028-2 5.014-3

0.26 16.22 5.794-3 9.657-3 4.828-3

0.2565 16.0 5.716-3 9.527-3 4.763-3

0.25 15.59 5.571-3 9.285-3 4.643-3

0.24 14.97 5.348-3 8.914-3 4.457-3

0.23 14.35 5.125-3 8.542-3 4.271-3

0.2245 14.0 5.003-3 8.3,38-3 4.169-3

0.22 13.72 4.903-3 8.171-3 4.086-3

0.21 13.10 4.680-3 7.800-3 3.900-3

0.20 12.47 4.457-3 7.428-3 3.714-3

0.19 11.85 4.234-3 7.057-3 3.528-3

0.18 11.23 4.011-3 6.685-3 3.343-3

Ref: ASTM C-208, "Standard Specification for Insulating Board (Cellulosic Fiber),
Structural and Decorative"
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CONCRETE (KENO Regular Concrete Standard Mix)

Density --.2.3 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

H 0.010 0.01374

O 0.532 0.04606

Si 0.337 0.01662

AI 0.034 O.00175

Na 0.029 0.00175

Ca 0.044 0.00152

Fe 0.014 0.00035

CONCRETE [LOS ALAMOS (MCNP) Mix]

Density = 2.25 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

H 0.00453 0.006094

O 0.51260 0.043421

Si 0.36036 0.017390

AI 0.03555 0.001786

Na 0.01527 0.000900

Ca 0.05791 0.001958

Fe 0.01378 0.000334
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CONCRETE (NBS Ordinary)

Density = 2.35 g/cc

Nuclide NBS Wt. Frac Adj.* Wt. Frac. Adj. Atom Dens.

H 0.0056 0.006 0.00842

O 0.4956 0.500 0.04423

Si 0.3135 0.315 0.01587

AI 0.0456 0.048 0.00252

Na 0.0171 0.017 0.00105

Ca 0.0826 0.083 0.00293
Fe 0.0122 0.012 0.00030

K 0.0192 0.019 0.00069

Mg 0.0024 -
S 0.0012 -

* adjusted to sum to unity without minor trace elements

GYPSUM (Calcium Sulfate)

CaSO4 • 2H20

Density = 2.32 g/cc
A = 172.17

Nuclide Atom Density
Ca 0.008115

S 0.008115

O 0.048689
H 0.032460
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INCONEL (KENO Standard Mix)

Density = 8.3 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

Si 0.025 0.00445

I] 0.025 0.00261

Cr 0.15 0.01442

Fe 0.07 0.00626

Ni 0.73 0.06217

INCONEL X (Simplified)

Density = 8.5 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

Ni 0.78 0.0680

Cr 0.15 0.0148

Fe 0.07 0.0064

KYNAR®: C2H2F2,

Density = 1.76 g/cc
A = 64.0347

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.3751 0.0331

H 0.0315 0.0331

F 0.5934 0.0331
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LEXAN_. C16H1403

Los Alamos National Laboratory Analysis

Density z 1.20 g/cc
A = 254.2855

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.755749 0.045471

H 0.055494 0.039787

O 0.188757 0.008527

MAGNESIUM OXIDE: MgO

Density - 3.22 g/cc
A - 40.3044

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

Mg 0.6030 0.04811
O 0.3970 0.04811

NYLON®: C12H22N202,

Density = 1.14 g/cc
A = 226.319

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.63685 0.036401

H 0.09798 0.066737

N 0.12378 0.006067

O 0.14139 0.006067
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PARAFFIN: C251-_2

Densi W = 0.93 g/c¢
A = 352.688

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.8514 0.03970

H 0.1486 0.08257

PLEXIGLAS®& LUCITE®:CsI-IsO2,

Density = 1.18 g/cc
A = 100.117

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.59985 0.03549

H 0.08054 0.05678

O 0.31961 0.01420

POLYETHYLENE:CI-I2

Density = 0.92 g/cc
A = 14.0269

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.85628 0.03950
H 0.14372 0.07899
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POLYURETHANE FOAM

Los Alamos National Laboratory Analysis

Density = 0.021 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

H 0.041 5.144E-4

C 0.544 5.728E-4

N 0.121 10.925E-4

O 0.294 2.324E-4

POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PVC): C2I-I3CI

Density = 1.65 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.3844 0.03180

H 0.0484 0.04771

N 0.5672 0.01590

PYREX@[Borated Glass], (KENO Standard Mix)

Density = 2.23 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

r_tB 0.037 0.00460

AI 0.010 0.OOO5

Na 0.041 0.00240

O 0.535 0.04491

Si 0.377 0.01803
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SILICON RUBBER (G.E. RTV12A)

(Weight fractions below provided by G.E. Silicone Products Div.)
Density = 1.0185 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.3211 0.01640

Si 0.3745 0.00818

O 0.2235 0.00857

H 0.0807 0.04911

STEEL,CARBON

Density = 7.82 8/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.005 0.00196

Fe 0.995 0.08390

STAINLESS STEEL 304

Density = 7.92 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

Fe 0.695 0.05936

Cr 0.190 0.01743

Ni 0.095 0.00772

Mn 0.020 0.00174
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STAINLESS STEEL 316

Density = 7.92 g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

Fe 0.655 0.05594

Cr 0.170 0.01559

Ni 0.120 0.00975

Mo 0.025 0.00124

Mn 0.020 0.00174

Si 0.010 0.00170

STAINLESS STEEL 347

Density= 7.92g/cc

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

Fe 0.685 0.05850

Cr 0.180 0.01651

Ni 0.105 0.00853

Mn 0.020 0.00174

Si 0.010 0.00170

TEFLON®: CF2

Los Alamos National Laboratory Analysis

Density = 2.15 - 2.20 g/cc
A = 50.0078

Nuclide Wt. Frac. Atom Dens.

C 0.2402 0.02650

F 0.7598 0.05298
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APPENDIX D

Listing of Available Default Cross-Sections

These cross sections are what Los Alamos believes to be the best for criticality
calculations. The sources of this data base are ENDF/B-V and Los AJamos evaluations.

{More information is available in Appendix G of the MCNP manual.}

Imta ZAII2
H-1 ........................................................................... 1001

H-2 ........................................................................... 1002

H-3 ........................................................................... 1003

He-3 ......................................................................... 2003

He-4 ......................................................................... 2004
Li-6 ........................................................................... 3006

Li-7 ........................................................................... 3007

Be-7 ......................................................................... 4007

Be-9 ......................................................................... 4009

B-10 .......................................................................... 5010

B-11 ....................................................... .................. 5011

C-nat ....................................................................... 6000

C-12 ......................................................................... 6012

, C-13 ......................................................................... 6013

N-14 ........................................................................ 7014

N-15 ........................................................................ 7015

O-16 ......................................................................... 8016

F-19 .......................................................................... 9019

Na-23 ....................................................................... 11023

Mg-nat ..................................................................... 12000
AI-27 ........................................................................ 13027

Si-nat ....................................................................... 14000

P-31 .......................................................................... 15031

S-32 .......................................................................... 16032

Cl-nat ....................................................................... 17000
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Ar-nat ...................................................................... 18000

K-nat ....................................................................... 19000

Ca-nat ...................................................................... 20000

Sc-21 ........................................................................ 21045

Ti-nat ...................................................................... 22000

V-nat ....................................................................... 23000

Cr-nat ...................................................................... 24000

Mn-55 ...................................................................... 25055

Fo-nat ...................................................................... 26000

Co-59 ....................................................................... 27059

Ni-nat ..................................................................... 28000

Cu-nat ..................................................................... 29000

Ga-nat ..................................................................... 31000

As-74 ....................................................................... 33074

As-75 ....................................................................... 33075

Br-79 ........................................................................ 35079

Br-81 ........................................................................ 35081

Kr-78 ........................................................................ 36078

Kr-80 ......................................................................... 36080

Kr-82 ....................................................................... 36082

Kr-83 ........................................................................ 36083

Kr-84 ........................................................................ 36084

Kr-86 ........................................................................ 36086

Rb-&5....................................................................... 37085

Rb-87 ....................................................................... 37087

Y-88 .......................................................................... 39088

Y-89 ......................................................................... 39089

Zr-nat ...................................................................... 40000

Zr-93 ........................................................................ 40093

Nb-93 ...................................................................... 41093

Mo-nat .................................................................... 42000

Mo-95 ..................................................................... 42095

Tc-99 ........................................................................ 43099

Ru-101 ..................................................................... 44101

Ru-103 ..................................................................... 44103
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Rh-103 ..................................................................... 45103

Rh..105 ..................................................................... 45105

Average fission product from U-235 ................ 45117
Pd-105 ...................................................................... 46105

Pd-108 ..................................................................... 46108

Average fission product from Pu-239 .............. 46119

Ag-nat ..................................................................... 47000

Ag-107.. 47107lee eeeeoeeoe_.e,,oH.oeeeee0eeeoeeQe0eelooo0eleee..oe....o o! eo H,,eo.

Ag-109 ..................................................................... 47109
Cd-nat ....................................................... ........ . .. . .. 48(X)0

Sn-nat ...................................................................... 50000

Fission products ................................................... 50120
1-127 ......................................................................... 53127

1-135......................................................................... 53135

Xe-nat ..................................................................... 54000

Xe-131......................................................................54131

Xe-134...................................................................... 54134

Xe-135 ..................................................................... 54135

Ce-133 ..................................................................... 55133

Ce-135 ..................................................................... 55135

Ba-138 ..................................................................... 56138

Pr-141 ...................................................................... 59141

Nd-143 .................................................................... 60143

Nd-145 .................................................................... 60145

Nd-147 .................................................................... 60147
Nd-148 .................................................................... 60148

Pm-147 .................................................................... 61147

Pm-148 .................................................................... 61148

Pm-149 .................................................................... 61149

Sm-147 .................................................................... 62147

5m-149 .................................................................... 62149

Sm-151 .................................................................... 62151

5m-152 .................................................................... 62152

Eu-nat ..................................................................... 63000

Eu-151 ..................................................................... 63151
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Eu-152 ..................................................................... 6,3152

Euo153 ..................................................................... 62153

Eu-154 ..................................................................... 62154

Eu-155 ..................................................................... 62155

Gdonat ..................................................................... 64000

Gd-152 ..................................................................... 64152

Gd-154 ..................................................................... 64154

Gd-155 ..................................................................... 64155

Gd-156 ..................................................................... 64156

Gd-157 ..................................................................... 64157

Gd-158 ..................................................................... 64158

Gd-160 ..................................................................... 64160

Ho-165 ..................................................................... 67165

Th-169 ..................................................................... 69169

I-If-nat ...................................................................... 72000

Ta-181 ...................................................................... 73181

W-nat ...................................................................... 74000

W-182 ..................................................................... 74182

W-183 ...................................................................... 74183

W-184 ...................................................................... 74184

W-186 ...................................................................... 74186

Re-185 ..................................................................... 75185

Ir°nat ....................................................................... 77000

Pt-nat ....................................................................... 78000

Au-197 .................................................................... 79197

Pb-nat ...................................................................... 82000

Bi-209 ...................................................................... 83209

Th-231 ..................................................................... 90231

Th-232 ..................................................................... 90232

Th-233 ..................................................................... 91233

U-233 ....................................................................... 92233

U-234 ....................................................................... 92234

U-235 ....................................................................... 92235

U-236 ....................................................................... 92236

U-237 ...................................................................... 92237
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U-238 ....................................................................... 92238
U-239 ....................................................................... 92239

U-240 ...................................................................... 92240

Np-235 .................................................................... 93235

Np-_ .................................................................... 93236

Np..237 ............................... 93237'_0eeqBeooeoeeeeeeeHooeeetoeeeo eee eo el e

Np-238 .................................................................... 93238
Pu-237 ....................................................................94237

Pu-238 ..................................................................... 94238

Pu-239 ..................................................................... 94239

Pu-240 ..................................................................... 94240

Pu-241 ..................................................................... 94241
Pu-242 ..................................................................... 94242

Pu-243 ..................................................................... 94243

Am-241 .................................................................. 95241

Am-242m ............................................................... 95242

Am-243 ................................................................... 95243

Cm-242 .................................................................... 96242

Cm-243 ................................................................... %243

Crn-244 ................................................................... 96244

Cm-245 .................................................................... 96245

Cm-246 ................................................................... 96246

Cm-247 ................................................................... 96247

Cm-248 ................................................................... 96248

Bk-249 ..................................................................... 97249

Cf-249 ...................................................................... 98249

Cf-250 ....................................................................... 982,50

Cf-251 ...................................................................... 98251

Cf-252 ...................................................................... 98252
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S(ot,_) IDENTIFIERS FOR THE MTm CARD

The cross sections shown here are at 300 Kelvin. (Appendix G of the

MCNP manual gives a complete listing of the S(0t,_) cross sections.)

Description

LWTR_ Light water 1001

POLY_ Polyethylene 1001

H/ZR_ 1H in ZrHx 1001

BENZ_ Benzene 1001,6000,6012

HWTR_ Heavy Water 1002

BE_ Beryllium metal 4009

GRPH/_ Graphite 6000,6012

ZR/IJ_ Zr in ZrHx 40000
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APPENDIX E

GeometryPLOT andTallyMCPLOT Commands

Thisappendixcontainsonlyasummary oftheavailablecommands forthe

geometryandtallyplottingcapabilitiesincludedinMCNP. Allcommands canbe

shortenedtothefewestlettersthatunambiguouslyidentif_thecommand. {Please. ---
refertoAppendixB oftheMCNP manualforacompletelis_Ingofcommands.}

PLOT

Used toplottwo-dimensionalslicesofaproblemgeometryspecifiedintheinput

file.Thisfeatureisinvaluablewhen debugginggeometries.Commands areshown in

uppercasebutcanbeinputinlowercase.PLOT exampleshavebeenshown inseveral

ofthePrimerchapters.

I. General Commands

& Continuereadingcommands forthecurrentplotfromthenext

inputline.The & mustbethelastthingon theline.

RETURN If PLOT was calledbyHCPLOT, controlreturnstoHCPLOT.

OtherwiseRETURN hasnoeffect.

MCPLOT CallorreturntoMCPLOT.

END Terminateexecutionof PLOT.

II.InquiryCommands

When oneofthesecommands isencountered,therequesteddisplayis

made and thenPLOT waitsfortheusertoenteranotherline,whichcanbejusta

carriagereturn,beforeresuming.The same thingwillhappenifPLOT sendsanykindof

warningorcomment totheuserasitpreparesthedatafora plot.

OPTIONS DisplayalistofthePLOT command keywordsand availablecolors.
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STATUS Display the current values of the plotting parameters.

III. Plot Commands

Plot commands define the values of the parameters used in drawing the

next plot. Parameters entered for one plot remain in effect for subsequent plots until

they are overridden, either by the same command with new values

or by a conflicting command.

BASIS Xl YI Zl X2 Y2 Z2

Orients the plot so that the direction (X1 Y1 ZI)points to the

fight and the direction (x2 Y2 z2) points up. The default values

are 0 1 0 0 0 1, causing the Y-axis to point to the right and the

Z-axis to point up.

ORIGIN VX VY VZ

Positions the plot so that the origin, which is in the middle of the

plot, is at the point (vx, vY, vz). The default values are 0 0 0.

EXTENT EH EV

Sets the scale of the plot so that the horizontalal distance from the

origin to other side of the plot is EH and the vertical distance

from the origin to the top or bottom is EV. If EV is omitted, it

will be set equal to EH. If EV is not equal to EH, the plot will be

distorted. The default values are 100 and 100.

PX vx

Plots a cross section of the geometry in a plane perpendicular to

the X-axis at a distance vx from the origin. This command is a

shortcut equivalentofBASIS 0 1 0 0 0 1 ORIGIN VX vy vz,

where vy and vz are the current values of vY and vz.

PY vY

Plots a cross section of the geometry in a plane perpendicular to
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the Y-axis at a distance vY from the origin.

PZ vz

Plots a cross section of the geometry in a plane perpendicular to

the Z-axis at a distance vz from the origin.

LABEL S C DES

Puts labels of size s on the surfaces and labels of size c in the ceils.

Uses the quantity indicated by DES and labels each cell by the value of the

parameter indicated by DES. C and DES are optional parameters. The sizes are

relative to 0.01 times the height of the view surface, which is the size of the

smallest size of hardware characters on the Tektronix 4014. If S or C is zero,

then that kind of label will be omitted. If s or c is not zero, it must be in the

range from 0.2 to 100. The defaults are s=l, c=0 and DES = CEL.

CEL cell names

VOL volume

MAS mass

MAT material number

U universe

LAT lattice type

FILL fillinguniverse

SCA.LES n Put scales and a grid on the plot. Scales and grids are incom-

patible with VIEWPORT SQUARE.The following values are availablt,

for n:

0 neither scales nor a grid. (default)

1 scales on the edges.

2 scales on the edges and a grid on the plot.
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COLORn Turn color on or off and set the resolution, n can have the

following values:
on turn color on.

of f turn color off

50 < n < 1000 set the color resolution to n. A larger value increases resolu-

tion and drawing time.

SHADE Rl = parameterR2 = parameter...

Make thecellscontainingproblemmaterialnumberM;aparticular

color.Use theLABEL command todisplaymaterialnumbers.

Parameterdesignatesthedesiredcolor(e.g.,green,blue,etc.).

OPT IONS willlistavailablecolorsifyourdisplayisacolormonitor.

IV. Zoom Commands

Zoom commands redefine the origin, basis and extent relative to the

current origin, basis and extent. The new origin, basis and extent will be

used for all subsequent plots until they are again redefined, either by zoom

commands or by plot commands. The zoom commands are usually used to

zoom in on some feature of the plot.

CENTER DH DV Changes the origin of the plot by the amount DH in the

horizontal direction and by the amount DVin the vertical

direction. This command is usually used to define the cen-

ter of a portion of the current plot that the user Wants to enlarge.

FACTOR F Enlargestheplotby thefactorI/F. F must begreaterthan10E-6.

THETA TH Rotatestheplotcounterclockwiseby theangleTH,indegrees.
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MCPLOT

MCNP can plot tally results from your criticality calculation so you can

graphically view your results. These plots are very informative and their use is strongly
encouraged. It can draw ordinary two-dimensional x-y plots, contour plots, and three-

dimensional surface plots, and supports a wide variety of plot options. More than one

curve can be plotted on a single x-y plot. This section covers these general topics in the
following order: execute line options, plot conventions and command syntax, plot

commands grouped by function, and MCTAL files. MCPLOT options and keywords are

shown in upper case but are usually typed by the user in lower case.

Tally results can be plotted after particle transport has finished, displaying the

final tally results, or during the run, displaying the temporary status of one or more

tallies as transport is ongoing. After transport is finished, MCPLOTis invoked by typing

a "z" on the MCNP execute line, either as a separate procedure using existing RUNTPE

or MCTAL files or as part of a regular uninterrupted MCNP run. There are two ways to

request that a plot be produced periodically during the run: use a MPLOTcard in the INP

file or use the TI'Y interrupt feature. {SeeChapter 3 of the MCNP manual for an

explanation of the MPLOTcard.} A TrY interrupt <ct:rl-c> causes MCNP to pause at

the end of the history that is running when the interrupt occurs and allows plots to be

made by calling MCPLOT,which takes plot requests from the terminal. No output is sent

to the COMOUT file. The following commands can not be used: RHCTAL,RUNTPE,DL_P

and END.MCPLOTcan be used to make plots on a machine different from the one on

which the problem was run. If the INP file has a PRDbIPcard with a nonzero third entry,

MCNP writes a MCTAL file at the end of the run. The MC_AL file contains all the tally

data in the last RUNTPEdump. The MCTAL file is a coded ASCII file that can be

converted and moved from one kind of machine to another. The name of the output

MCTAL file can be specified by including mct:al=£i lename in the execute line message.

The default name is a unique name based on MCTAL.

Some examples of MCPLOTcommands are provided in Section X after the

description of I_:PLOTcommands.
i
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V. Input for I',CPLOT_nd Execution Line Options

To run only the MCPLOT tally plotter after termination of MCNP, enter

the following command:

!

mcnp z options

where 'z' invokes biCPLOT."Options" is explained in the next paragraph.

mcnp inp=filename ixrz options

causes MCNP to run the problem specified in filename and then the prompt

mcplo t > appears for MCPLOT commands.

The following options can be entered on the execution line:

NOTEK Suppress plotting at the terminal and send all plots to the graphics

metafile, PLOTM. NOTEKis for production and batch situations and for

when the user's terminal has no graphics capability.

COM=aaaa Use file aaaa as the source of plot requests. When an EOF is read, control

is transferred to the terminal. In a production or batch situation, end a file

with an END command to prevent transfer of control. Never end the

COM file with a blank line. If COM is absent, the terminal is used as the

source of plot requests.

RUNTPE=aaaa Read file aaaa as the source of MCNP tally data. The default is

RUNTPE, if it exists. If the default RUNTPE file does not exist, the

user will be prompted for an RMCTKLor RUNTPE command.

PLOTM=aaaa Name the graphics metafile aaaa.The default name is PLOTM.

When CGS isbeingused,therecanbe no more than6 charactersin

aaaa.At FORTLIB sites,PLOTM=aaaa isignoredand thegraphics

file is named according to the rules of GRAFLIB.
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COMOUT=aaaa Writeallplotrequeststothefileaaaa.The defaultname is

COMOUT. MCPLOT writestheCOMOUT fileinordertogivethe

user the opportunity to do the same plotting at some later time,

using all or part of the old C0MOUTfile as the C0M file in the

second run.

VI. Inquiry Commands

When one of these commands is encountered, the requested display is made and

then MCPLOT waits for the user to enter another line, which can be just a carriage

return, before resuming. The same thing will happen if MCPLOTsends any kind of

warning or comment to the user as it prepares the data for a plot.

OPTIONS Displaya list of the MCPLOT keywords.

STATUS Display the current values of the plotting parameters.

VII. File Manipulation Commands

These commands tell MCNP where to find the data that it will display.

RUNTPE aa n Read dump n from RUNTPE fileaa.If theparametern isomitted,

thelastdump inthefileisread.

DUMP n Read dump n ofthecurrentRUNTPE file.

WMCTAL aa WritethetallydatainthecurrentRUNTPE dump toMCTAL filea.

RMCTAL aa Read MCTAL file aa.

i
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,L/,

- VIII. MCPLOT PlUg Commands

& MUST be entered at the end of a line of input that will be continued.

COPLOT Make plot of data so far and keep plot open for more plots (must be

used to plot two or more cttrves on the same plot).

END Terminate tally plotting.

FREQ Specifies the interval between calls to produce an interactive plot on
the MPLOTcard. •

KCODE Plot individual or average keffor removal lifetimes by cycle number.
I

for collision estimator for keff

for absorption estimator for kef._

for track-length estimator for keff

--4 for collision estimator for removal lifetime

=5 for absorption estimator for keff

=11-15 for quantity 1-10averaged over the active cycles

=16 for average combined col/abs/trk-len keff

=17 for average combined col/abs/trk-len keffby keffcycles

skipped

-18 foraveragecombinedcol/abs/trk-lenkefffigureofmerit

=19 foraveragecombinedcol/abs/h'k4enkeffrelativeerror

MPLOT Produce plots of keffwhile the problem is running (in the [NP file

only).

MCPLOT FREQ N Keywordl=PARAMETER1 Keyword2=PARAMETER2 .....

Keywordi= all tally plot Keywords except END, RMCTAL, RUNTPE,

and DUMP N= keffcycles between automatic plots (default is 5 l_tf
cycles).
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NOERRBAR Do notdisplaystatisticalerrorbars.

PRINTPTS Displaythex-ycoordinatesofpointsinthecurrentplot.

RESET ,4 _set parametersofcommand A todefault(A="ALL" resetsall

commands).

RETURN Concludestheinteractiveplottingwhen runninghistories.

SCALES Selectthetypeofscalestoputon theplot.

N

N=0 forno scaleson thetopedgesand no gridon theplot.

N=I forscaleson theedgesand no gridon theplot(default).

N=2 forscalesand gridon theplot.

XLIMS Optionaldefinitionoflowerand upper limitsofx variable.

MIN MAX NSTEPS

MIN and MAX = lowerand upper limitsforthex variable.

NSTEPS = number ofsubdivisionson thelinearx axis.

YLIMS Optional definition of lower and upper limits of y variable.

MIN MAX NSTEPS

MIN and MAX ffilowerand upper limitsforthey variable.

NSTEPS = number ofsubdivisionson thelineary axis.

IX.Labelling Commands

LABEL "A" Use A (up to 8 characters) as a label for current curve that is printed

in the legend.

SUBTITLE Writea subtitleanywhere on theplot(margins,between axes,etc.)

)(" y "/_ "
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TITLE Create a one or two line title for the plot.

N"A" (defaullt is name of current RUNTPE or MCTAL and title)

N=I or 2 to put "A"on the first or second main title line.

A in quotatior_ marks is text for main title line (up to 40 characters).
l

XTITLE "A" Use A as the title for the x-axis (default is name of x-axis variable).

YTITLE "A" UseA as the title for the y-axis (default is name of y-axis variable).

X. Examples for Plotting k_f as a Function of k.H Cycle Number.

Some examplesofcommands forusefulMCNP k_ plotsaregiveninthis
section.Notethattheshortenedformforthecommands isillustrated.

Example of commands to plot all threeAVERAGE k.n estimators and the

combined AVERAGE k,_ as a function of cycle number.

kcode Ii cop kc 12 cop kc 13 cop kc 16

To reproducetheaboveexamplebuttoplottheestimatedone sigmaerrorbars

foronlythecombinedaveragek_,use:

noe kc II cop kc 12 cop kc 13 cop reset noe kc 16

Exampleofcommands togenerateaplotofallthreeindividualcyclek_
estimatorsandthecombinedAVERAGE k_ asafunctionofcyclenumber with
customlabels.The &isrequiredtocontinuethefirstline.

kc I label "k(col)" coplot kc 2 la "k(abs)" cop kc 3 &
la "k(trk)" cop kc 16 la "k(c/a/t)"
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To reproduce the above example but to not plot the first 10 cycles from a 110 _ff
cycle run, add:

xlims I0 Ii0

kc I xllms I0 II0 label "k(col)" coplot kc 2 la "k(abs)"&

cop kc 3 la "k(trk)" cop kc 16 la "k(c/a/t)"

An example of the use of automatic MCIVP plotting is to put the following mp l o t
card into an INP input file:

mplot noe kc Ii cop kc 12 cop kc 13 cop reset noe kc 16
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APPENDIXF

MCNP Surface Cards

Mnemonic Type Description Equation Card Entries

P Plane General Ax + By + Cz - D - 0 ABCD

PX " Normal to X-axis x - D = 0 D

py " Normal to Y-axis y - D = 0 D

PZ " Normal to Z-axis z - D = 0 D
i

SO Sphere Centered at Origin x2 + y2 + z2 _ R 2 _ 0 R

S " General (x_ y)2 +(y_ _)2 + (z_ _-)2 _R2 =0 _'_R

SX " Centered on X-axis (x- _)2 + y2 + z_ _ R 2 = 0 _R

SY " Centered on Y-axis x 2 + (y _ y)2 + z2 - R 2 = 0 yR

SZ " Centered on Z-axis x _ + y2 + (z - _)2 _ R 2 = 0 _R

C/X Cylinder Parallel to X-axis (y _ y)2 + (z - _)2 _ R 2 = 0 y_R

C/Y " Parallel to Y-axis (x - _)2 + (Z - _)2 _ R 2 = 0 _'_R

C/Z " Parallel to Z-axis (x - _)2 + (y _ _.)2 _ R2 = 0 _'R

CX " On X-axis y2 + z2 _ R2 __0 R

CY " On Y-axis x _ + z_ - R2 = 0 R

CZ " On Z-axis x 2 + y2 _ R _ = 0 R

K/X Cone Parallel to X-axis _/(y_ y)2 +(x_ _)2 -t(x- _)- o x-_t _±1

K/Y " Parallelto Y-axis _/(x- _)2+(z- _)2 - t(y- y)- 0 _t 2±1

K/Z " ParaU_.lto Z-axis _/(x- _)2+(y- y)_ -t(z-_)-0 _'_t 2+1

KX " OnX-axis _y2 +z 2-t(x-_)=O _t2:J:l

KY " On Y-axis _x 2 + z_ - t(y - y) = 0 _t _ + 1
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±I usedonlyfor
sheetcone

SQ Ellipsoid AxesParallelto A(x - _)2+ B(y- y)2+ C(z- _,)2 ABCDE

Hyperboloid X-,Y-,orZ-axis +2D(x - _)+ 2Z(y - y) FG_yy'_

Paraboloid +2F(z - 3) + G

GQ Cylinder Axes Not Parallel Ax 2 + By 2 + Ca 2 + Dry + Eyz ABCDE

Cone to X-, Y-, Z-axis + Fxz + Gx + Hy + Jz + K = 0 FGHJK

Ellipsoid

Hyperbolold
:¢D, Paraboloid

l

TX Ellipticalor (X-, _) 2 + (_/(y- y)_+(z- _)_-AY -t=O x-_AS
Circular Torus. B 2 C 2

Axis is Parallel

tothe

X-, Y-, or Z-axis

, C2 - 1=0 _"yY.AB

TZ (z- _)_ !3/(x-.V)_+(y- YY - AY
.....B2,, + c_ - , -1=0 _'Y..AB

X Y Z P Surfacesdefinedby points

{SeeChapter 3 of the MCNP manual for examples using the surface cards listed here.}
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